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W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

NEGOTIATED BY

FOR SALE BY

H.

WILLIAM

Intercut.
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EMERY,

Street, Portland.
the names of a few Savings Banks in
England who hold a large amount
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money.
leaving the same at THIS
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best place
buy Wedding Cake
is at DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.

Minnesota Loan and Trust Co,
—

forenoon,
Exchange
Middle streets, portemonnaie containing
LOST—Wednesday
The finder will be
small amount of

to

FOUND—The

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON

Bearing

wallet containing a sum of money.
Owner can have the same by paying for this
8-1
advertisement. Apply 18 Montreal St., City.
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31 EXCHANGE STREET,
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BUSINESS CHANCES.

RALE-Drug store; fresh and complete
stock attractively fittted; fine laboratory and
large office connected; old stand prominently located on thoroughfare in large family hotel, Boston. Paying business and may be largely increased. $1200 cash will buy it on account of
owner's sickness. Bargain for live man. Good
chance for physician for office practice in connection with drug business. POND & BRITTAN,
339 Washington St., Boston.7-1

janl2_d2m*

AGENTS WANTED.

correspondents.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or earned on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York. Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of

York and Boston Stock Ex-

new

changes.
The quotations and

AGENTS

it;
Agents; money
AGENTS
very popular with ladies; enclose
J. C.
Paxton. Mass.

A

the current stock news of
day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
Car. middle and Exchange Si*.

CO.,

RALE OR TO LET-Pianos both upC. K. HAWES, 177 Mid12-1

FOR
right and square.
dle St.
lately occupied by

8-1

SALE OR TO LET—House No. 259

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquireof JOHN
FOR
3 OMarket St.1-tf
P.
HOBBS,

FORJSA1.E.
in

first-class order,

TANNERY,
with old established Belting and Supply
STEAM
investment, Only
safe and

trade, a
profitable
son for selling, to close an estate.

rea-

dtf

Sneo. Maine.

novl4

ANNUAL

MEETINGS.

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.
ANNUAL MEETING.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No. 194
j anuary

of the Stockholders

MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
janldtf

1.1884._

five years; secured by
7ANTED—£3300;
first and qnljr mortgage on Florida. _orange
for

sell staple goods

on

WANTED—Salesman
commission; profits according to energy and
age and
of salesman. Address

ability
sta7Jng
Hartexperience and giving real name, BOX 764,
ford, Ct._1J~X
situation as day or night nurse
by a man of experience, best of reference

WANTED—A
JOHN CALLAHAN,
given.
street.

__

Oxford

41

rear

____72-7

exDerienced Button Hole
SHAW, CODING
Machine Operators.

WANTED-Two

CO._72~7

&

experienced
give best of city referWANTED
bookkeeper,
12-1
at 320 CONGRESS ST.
by

—Situation

an

can

Enquire

ences.

NT ED—Situation as housekeeper. Call
,,T
'“^tween 6 and 7 in the evening at 54 DANFORT11 Sx".
d wet nurse. Apply between 9
to DR. F. H.
•md lua m. br 2 il,td 3 P- m.,
corner
GERRISH, 075 Congress street,

W

______5—i-

WANTED-

of^State

street.____-——
a nt

ed_A

Situation

house-keeper
small family.

or

as

^AdWA^er®hqus|wmk
STliEhT._—-U,

dress 41 TUltNKK

to work in a
UTAWTKD-A boy from 1C to 18
caststore; one nving m Gtc
B
F.,
Address
ern part of the city preferred.
This Office._____outdoor salesman on the new
I. F. Singer Sewing Maclime.
referenceto the SINGt.lt MANU1 ACTUIt
9.30 a.tm
CO’S OFF'ICE, 21 Free St., from 8 to
^

Appl LW***j

capable Protestant
or cooking
woman to do general housework
at 74
family; good reference given. Apply
by

WANTED—Situation

la

a

ADAMS

the

annual meeting
THK
Portland Railroad Company will be held in
Mechanics Hall, Portland,
the

Library Room,

on MONDAY. Jan. 18,1886, at 3 o’clock p.
m., for the choice of Directors and the transaction
come beof any other business that may
E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
fore them.
Portland, Jan, 11, 188C.janlld7t

Me.,

a

ST.____

HILLS «0LD-1 wish U> bear
from a party willing to invest In a
Will bear
returns!
Ing enterprise. Immense
strictest examination. For particulars, aPP.*l
.‘r
to C. Jl.
once in person or by letter with stamp,
7-1
MORRILL, 5Q7 Va Congress ht„ Portland.
and gentlemen to call ami
examine the “work” dime by
oil exhibition at 45 GREEN
f all tufting needle
T., Portland, Me., for one week only._7-i

BLACK

anual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., will be
held at the office of the Company, 617 Commercial
Street, in the City of Portland, Me., on TUESDAY
the 19th day of January current, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHAS H. FOYE, Clerk.
Jan. 4,1886.
d2w
jan4

“P^TLANDSTEAMPACKETCO.

of the Stockholders cf the

annual

meeting
THE
Portland Steam Packet Co., for the choice of
and the trail
Directors for the

sensuing year
of such other business as may legally eonie
them, will be held at the Company’s office
on Franklin Wharf, Portland. Me., on TUESDAY,
tlie 19th day of January, 1886, at 3 o’clock p. in.
J. F. L1SCOMB, Secretary.
janl2d7t
Portland, Jan. 11,1886.

five

action
before

Pondicherry Co.
of the stockholders of the

annual meeting
Co. will be held at tlieir office iu
THEPondicherry
Jan. 19, 1886, at

Bridgtou, Maine,

on

Tuesday

o’clock p. m.. for the election of officers for the
and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
O. B. GIBBS. Clerk.
New York, Jan. 7,1886.jan!2dlw»

twfo

ensuing year,

EDUCATIONAL.

WANTED—LadieB

ARTLESSONS.

MR. A. R. MOORE will takea limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions given in Crayon Portraiture from the fiat and from
Also In Academic Drawing from casts, still
life.
life, and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grundmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick. Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. Davis, Esq.,
Htndiu, 34
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs. Portland.
First Nntionnl Bunk Building. jan2eiallm»

instructed in Stenography

thoroughly
and type-writing in the briefest time consisPUPILS
speed gained with each
tent with
thoroughness:

lesson.

Lessons

637 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dec29

WANTED—By Nova Scotia

_

in private families or hotels,
to
references given. Apply at-28Va Midfirst
dle St., over M. G. Palmer’s Store. MRS. PALMER’S Employment office. Call at once and secure
7-7

good help.
Y17ANTED—One with experience would likea
il
situation as housekeeper in a small family.
_

Call on,

or

address M., 43 Free

St._

capable Protestant girl to do
WANTED—A
general housework in a small family; must
be neat, a good cook and good laundress; references required.
Apply at 30 CUSHMAN St., be-

ni.___5-1

tween 2 and 5 p.

experienced girl ill
Goods; must be well recommended; a good
tjermanent place given to the light one. Apply1 at
at L. D.

Fancy

WANTED—An

See

STROUT’S._5

nPANTE D—All who wish to subscribe for the
Zton’s Herald, or renew their subscription,
D. K. FROHOCK. Agent, 201
to pleast' call on
Oxford St.
_______
TirtitTRD-M chamber maid and plain
■m

VV

W "mdr“s;

good references.

‘•UP17'thatcannofglve

20 'ktii

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Respctfully,

D. E. CORNISH.

1,“uae"

capable' $ri*!j,B£ncri*1
7•
WANTED—A
work, at 92 EMERY
wa,‘t®‘1Book'*4®®?*7.
CA., a1-*.
WANTED—Assistant
SHAW. HAMMOND
to know that Dr. ConaiHNi
ure for
WANTED—People
Compound Vapor Batlis ate sure ana
all sorts of aelies and pains,
”-1

a

ski

Merrills
A Protest

Court.

4

,.

lr.♦ltof

DlV

Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints ana ingrowWill
ing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty.
call at residence if desired without extra chaigt.
Corns removed for 25 cents.__

W

owning

a

piano

to

person
know that all instruments under my
WANTED—Every
clean inside, rendering
will he
clusive

ex-

care

them less liable to

kept

become

damaged by

moths.

JR. CHENEY. Plano and Organ Tuner. P. Oaddress, Deering. Me. Oruer slate at Horse K. K.
Station, Portland, Me.15-4

Wanted.
bookX>Y a young man, a situation as assistant
keeper or private clerk; one who can give
Address
satisfactory references as to character.
JLock Box No 9, Bowdoinham. Maine. dec25dtf

Wanted.
general house-work.
CAPABLE girl
Good references required. Apply at 7C3
CONGRESS STREET.janl2dtf
to

A

TO

do

LET.

I.ET—The upper tenement ill 311 Spring
St.; sunny exposure; good repair. Apply at
13-1
HOUSE.

TO

tenement,

IRON

TRADE.

Against Meddling With

the

rooms;
I.ET—Upper
TOand
gas. sunny and convenient; rent low.
31 MECHANIC

In-

STREET._12-1

quire

RENT—A two story brick house conroom in good rerooms

and bath
FOR
taining nine
garden
pair, large yard suitable for
a

above.
change
with

BENJAMIN

connected
Ex-

SHAW, 48Vi

St.___12-1

I.ET—1 rent Cor. of Federal and Hampshire St.. 1 rent 108 Danfortli St., 1 rent 41

Newbury St.

363 Fore

A. D. BOYD, 161 Newbury St.,

or

i-*1

St._

LET—A finely furnished room, with furat.
nace heat and gas;in the second story,
No. 22 Wilmot St. Also two 7-octave piano fortes
Exchange
to let at a verv low figure, at 114
9-1

TO

—

St„ at W. P. HASTINGS’S Warerooms.
I.ET—Second floor of building. Nos. 31 and
ele33 Pearl street, 65x70, light oil 3 sides,
vator and steam heat and power If desired; also
1st.
March
third floor, 66x50. will be ready
7-tf
MKGQUIER & .JONES, No. 320 Fore St.

TO

with three good benchincircular saw.
quire ot A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial
4tf
LET—Joiner's

shop
TO es, mortise machine
and

street._

of, Nos.

Estate,
part
84 and 86 Union St., with large chambers, for
TO
busiterm of years; well adapted for
whole

LET.-The

or

jobbing

a

ness.
St., or

Apply to W. A. BRIGGS. 323 Cumberland
Alfred Butler, 339 Washington St., Boston.
2-2

I.ET —Lower rent in house on Douglass St.;
eiahtrooms, six on the flat, Sebago water;
rent S9. inquire of GEO. W. BURNHAM, 1091
2t) 2
Congress St.
Inquire at
4 IS I, E TO I.ET—On Vine St.
W. Ruby's Saloon, 25 Pearl St._29-11

TO

___

ST

To Let.
Exchange street, now occupied
possession given October1.
by L. C.
ol JOHN P. THOMAS, Ko.
No 47

STORF Young?
Enquire

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.—The Eastern
Bar Iron Conference held a special meeting
ijiis afternoon at the office of the American
Irmj and Steel Association. There was an
unusually large attendance, representatives
in
being present from ail the leading mills
The
the East including New England.
conference decided that as freights and fuel,
Die iron scraps, and in come cases labor have
advanced the mills should advance prices 1-10
increased
of a cent per pound to cover, the
unanicost of production. This action .was
The following tariff resolutions were
mous.

adopted;

Whereas the demand for all kinds of manufacfor
tured products lias been gradually improving
several months, and there are now substantial
the year
that
believing
.for
reasons
business
least a reasonable
just opened will witness atiron
trade, and affordprosperity in the American
to an increased
ing employment at fair wages
be it
thetefpre
of
our
number
people;
to
Resolved, That we will call upon Congress
revision of the
a
general
refrain from attempting
duof
tariff at this time, believing that a reyision
check the
ties for the purpose of a reduction will
will make consumers
srusyth of confidence, and the
necessities
barest
to
orders
their
again .limit
thereby
causing a serious shrinkage of business and
disaud invoVmg the closing of many works
charge of numerous workingmen.

THE DOMINION.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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Memphis.30.41
30.61
Pittsburg

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.60
Cleveland.... 30.66
Detroit.30.64
Oswego. 30.64
Alpena,Mich 30.44
Chicago, Ills. 30.39
Duluth, Minn 30.02
Marquette... 30.19
Milwaukee. 30.38
St. Louis, Mo 30.40
St.Paul,Minn 30.09
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Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.
mm n

Somewhat Chilly.
Farmington, Jan. 13.—The thermometer
registered from 18° to 24° below zero here this
morning, 18° below- at Phillips, and 20° below at

iBlJUddle

Temple.

Maine Reform Clubs.
Bath, Jan. 18.—The quarterly convention
of the Reform Clubs of Maine opened in this
city at 10 o’clock this forenoon, but owing to
the non-arrival of the State committee but
little business was transacted, and the meeting adjourned at 12 o’clock to 2 o’clock this

afternoon, when other delegates will arrive.
At the afternoon session, S, W. Townsend
of Gardiner was chosen temporary chairman
and Thomas Stevens of Bath secretary.
Stirring addresses on temperance were
made by E. L. Hawes of Skowhegan, A. K.
P. Buffum of Gardiner, Rev. D. Q. Cushman
of Bath and others.
At the evening session the attendance was
large, and speeches were made by a number

delegates.

The State officers will be elected tomorrow.
Maine Industrial School.
Augusta, Jan. 13.—The opening of the
new Industrial School building at Hallowell
It is a handsome brick
occurred today.
structure, three stories high, and looated
The exercises
near the other buildinge.
Rev. Stephen
were held in the school room.
Allen, chairman of the committee, gave a
brief account of the origin of the school and
of the first building. Interesting realso offered by Rev. Edward
Mrs. L M. N. Stevens and Mrs. C. A.

opening
marks

ter.

were

Relating to Maine.
Washington, Jan. 13.—In the Senate today, Mr. Hale introduced Mr. Boutelle’s bill
granting the Fort Sullivan military reservation to the town of Eastport for a public
park.

Representative Milliken has secured a board
of examining surgeons for pensions at Castine, where a board has never existed before.
Nominations Confirmed.
The Senate today confirmed the following
naminations:
Capt. John G. Walker to be chief of the bureau
of navigation with the relative rank of commodore.
Capt. Montgomery Sicard, to be chief of the
bureau of ordinance, with the relative rank of
commodore.
Commodores Stephen B. Luce and John Lee Davis, to be rear admirals.
Captains George E. Belknap, David B. Harmony
and Andrew E. K. Beuliam, to be commodores.
Commanders Albert Kentz, Alfred T. Mohan
and Geo. C. Kemy, to be captains.
Passed assistant surgeon Andrew K. Wentworth of Maine, to be surgeon.
Jabez M. L. Curry of Richmond, to be minister

Spafn.
FranzSiegel of NewYork.to

to

Dishonest

the mails. At the time of his arrest five letters were found on his person, three of which
had been opened and robbed of a $10 note, a
check and a postal order.
Winter In

Minor Matters.

five years

Landing Canadian Cattle
in England.
Toronto, Jan. 13.—A special to the Globe

Relating

to

has
from London says that the privy council
to
agreed to rescind the new rule m relation
United
the landing of live cattle In the
catno
that
were
Kingdom. The regulations
tle could be landed alive from a vessel.which,
within 30 days, had touched at a scheduled
the
port. This would have seriously affected
Canadian live cattle trade, as a large proportion of the vessels in that trade call at BosVarious representations
ton or Portland.
have been made to the authorities in London,
and the first Canadian cargo comiDg within
the operation of the rule was treated exceptionally, and the cattle were allowed to he
landed.

$600,000,000.

The Samoan Islands.
San Francisco, Jan. 13.—Oscar Greenbaum, of this city states that he received a
letter from his brother, the American consul
at Samoa, in which the latter states that he
has constantly warned the United States
government of his fears that Germany intended to take possession of the Samoan Islands. The letter states that a strong jealconousy always existed between the foreign

suls at Samoa in consequence of the efforts
of each to protect the conflicting commercial
interests of his country men. This jealousy
was intensified between the German and
American consuls by the fact that the latter
The primary
was a German-American.
in the fact
j cause of this ill-feeling is found
! that American merchants have of late years
at the istrade
German
been cutting into the

Mr. Eustis gave notice that on Monday, at 2 p.
he should call up Mr. Beck’s silver resolution
with a view of making some remarks upon it.
Mr. Voorhees stated that to better suit the convenience of other Senators lie would not call up
ills resolution expressive of the sense of the Senate on the death of the late Vice President Kendricks until Tuesday, the 26th inst., instead of

by’

The American consul, in bis letter,
gave It as his opinion that the annexation of
the Samoan Islands by Germany would be a
death blow to all other foreign interests.
land.

only $244,000,000,while today according to|the report of the director of the mint the gold coin and
bullion in the United States had increased to
$600,000,000; so that instead of silver coinage
having driven gold out of the country our supply
had trebled since silver coinage had commenced.
The coinage of silver, Mr. Coke s^id, should be
as free as was the coinage of
gojd. American
silver should bo placed on an exact equality with

gold everywhere,but whetherlrlglit or wrong as to
Free (coinage, Mr. Coke said, we should insist that
our government officials should execute the laws.
The resolution was agreed to authorizing the
Secretary of the Senate to pay bills incurred in
the attendance of Senators at the funeral of the
late Vice President Hendricks.
Among the bills introduced were the following:

By Mr. Wilson of Iowa, to prevent the publication of lottery advertisements. (It makes unlawful the publishing, printing or circulating of any
advertisement or notice of a lottery or agency
therof, or any notice, report or statement of any
ervation or other place over which Congress has
exclusive power of legislation aud punishes the
violations of Its provisions by a fine of not less
than $50 nor more than $500, or imprisonment of
not less than six months nor more than live years,

ice and was

wife and five chil-

Quarantine Station Discontinued.
Waterville, Jan. 13.—Dr. J. F. Hill, U.
S. Sanitary Inspector near Lake Megantic,
by order of Surgeon General Hamilton raised the quarantine and discontinued the station at that point Saturday last. The travel
on that route having practically ceased, the
doctor recommended the discontinuance of
the station.

both.)
By Mr. Bowen, to establish a public park at
Pagasa Springs, Col., to be known as Bruno Park,
and to be under control of the Secretary of the

or

Interior.

By Mr. Morgan, to provide for marking with a
monument the grave of Gen. Daniel Morgan In
the cemetery at Winchester, Va.
(It appropriates $15,000 for the purpose.)
Mr. Dawes, to amend the revised statutes
By
so that all persons who, without authority of law,
are found upon any lands set apart for the Indiians, shall upon conviction be fined not more than
$500 or imprisoned for not more than <*ne year,
or both for the first offence, and for any subsequent offence shall be fined $600 to $1000, or Imprisoned from one to two years.
By Mr. Hale, granting to the town of Eastport,
Me., in perpetuity for a public park the Fort Sullivan military reservation.
At 3.45 the Senate went into executive session,
and when the doors were reopened, adjourned.

Dinner.

Boston, Jan. 13—The 18th annual reunion
and dinner of the Bowdoin Alumni Association took place at young’s Hotel this even-

ing, 75 members being present. President
Hyde and Prof. Henry Johnson of the college were present as the guests of the association. Prior to the dinner, a reception was
given to President Hyde, followed by a business meeting, at which the following officers
President, Augustine Jones;
were chosen:
vice president, C. U. Bell; secretary, A.
Thayer; executive committee, R. P. Hodgdon, E. C. Smith, B. B. Howard, ex-Senator
mrlng, E. N. Rockwood, A. E. Spear, G. R.
Swasey, F. Y. Wright,
Sagadahoc Agricultural Society.

HOUSE.

Brunswick, Jan. 13—The annual meet-

Sagadahoc Agricultural Society

held today and officers elected as follows:

President—C. E. Townsend.
Executive Committee—W. S. Rogers, Topsham;
P. Whitmore. Bowdolnham: Win. M. Pennell,
Brunswick; Geo, 1H. Nichols, Bath; W. D. Hall,
Bowdoin.
Secretary—I. E. Mallett.
Corresponding Secretary—S. F. Dike.
Treasurer—L. T. Smith.
Auditors—I. P. Booker and I. P. Tibbetts.

originally proposed.

salary pertaining to the office, contrary to the
law of March 1, 1878.
On motion of Mr. Harrison, the Senate concurred in the House amendments to the bill legalizing the Territorial legislature of Wyoming.
At 2 o’clock Mr. Coke called up Mr. Beck’s silver resolution and addressed the Senate on it.
Suspension Mr. Coke regarded as tantamount to
Sila complete stoppage of our silver coinage.
ver, he said, had not depreciated but gold had
risen in value. He showed by statistics, that tak
ing ninety leading articles of merchandise there
had been an average fall of 26 per cent, since
1870. while there had been a fall of only 23 per
cent. In silver buillion. It was therefore an abuse
silver had depreciated.
of terms to say that
Silver constituted one-lialf the quantity of all the
coin in the world and the stoppage of its coinage
would deprive the world of one-half its coin supply and would double the purchasing power of
the other half. The fight against silver was a
fight against the people by the banks and bondholders. It was also a fight against labor. Had
Andrew Jackson been in the white House at any
time since 1878 the silver question would have
been settled. He would have executed the laws
of the United States and would have taken by the
throat the conspiracy against those laws. Every
form of our money except national bank notes
had been boldly denounced by our Treasury officials, and if they had their way we should be at
the mercy of the National banks. The President
and Secretary of the Treasury professed to favor
the use of both gold and silver, but declared that
the amount of silver already coined was euongh
and that if we continue to coin it gold would
This statement was
would leave the country.
made in face of the fact that in 1878 when the
ordered there was
dollars
was
of
silver
coinage

A

of the

as

dar.
A resolution was offered by Mr. Morrill, calling
on the Secretary of the Treasury whether or not
anv collectors of internal revenue not confirmed
the Senate have received anv portion of the

dren,

was

Wednesday

After the offering of resolutions by Messrs
Manderson, Bowen and Platt, the Senate proceeded to the consideration of bills on the calen-

Broke Through the Ice and Drowned.
Calais, Jan. 13.—John Paul, aged about
63, was proprietor of a boarding house at
McAdam Junction until Monday, when he
In attempting to
removed to Vanceboro.
cross the St. Croix river today at the latter

ing

Galveston, Texas, Jan. 13.—The storm
which swept over Texas, last Thursday, and
has continued with but little abatement up to
the present date, is without precedent in the
history' of Texas in its extent, severity and
duration. Intelligence from the cattle regions of the State are of the gloomiest and
most depressing character. The loss in cattle will tie great, and cannot be approximately estimated until the full extent of damage
inflicted by the intense cold upon the stock
interests is fully known. From the southwest and west news is received that the eattlo are drifting against fences, and are rapidly perishing from cold, and that the loss will
be unusually heavy.
From Batesville in the northwest part of
the State the news comes that great prairie
fires have occurred in that section of the
country, and that the cattle are dying by hundreds from the cold. The carcasses, it is stated, can be seen far and near strewing the
barren prairies, and the loss will be enor-

provisions having

been made for
bleak districts
everything except grass.
The loss to the cattle industry in the Pan
Handle will also be very great, although no

mous. no
the care of cattle in
which are devoid of

_

T.

|

these

reliable reports have been received from that
remote district.
All water pools and streams throughout
districts or the
the heavy cattle growing
State are frozen over hard, and to add to the
a heavy snow storm
of
the
situation,
gravity
set in late on Monday night, and Texas from
the Sabine to the Rio Grande and from the
Red River to the Gulf is covered to a depth
varying from two inches to one foot of snow.
The indications this morning pointed to
another fall fully as heavy as that of last
night. This will completely cover the grass
on the ranges, and as no provisions have
been made for feeding, the death rate among
stock from cold will reach frightful proportions, and entail a less of millions.
The snow belt even extends as far south as
the 27th parallel below Laredo, on the Rio
Grande. At Laredo the fall of snow averaged two inches. An old Mexican who remembers for 40 or 50 years back says the
snow fall is unprecedented.
Niagaba, N. Y., Jan. 13.—A large and
substantial ice bridge was formed in Niagara river below the Falls early this morning.
It will probably remain through the season.
New Yobk, Jan. 13.—The Hudson river
was frozen solidly across this morning as far

south

as

Spuyten Duyvil.

ASLEEP AT THEIR POSTS,
And a Horrible Wreck

is the Result.

Two Trains on the Baltimore A Ohio
Railroad Collide.

An da, lnd., Jan. 13.—A terribls collision
occurred on the Baltimore & Ohio road, near
Cobury, a small station 2 1-2 miles west of

engineer and
outright. The
trains that collided were both heavily loaded
freights, the east bound one being a doublehere

yesterday, whereby

three

firemen were

one

killed

header, while the western

one was

in tow of

locomotive.
The latter train
shouldjhave stopped at Alida for orders, but
the engineer and fireman, it is alleged, were
a

monster

The train ran to the crossing
at a high rate, and continued, on a down
grade to the dreadful calamity which awaited them. Both trains were on a dowrn grade,
both asleep.

and rounded a curve at the same time, going
25 miles an hour. The result was that three
engines, twenty cars of merchandise and
eight cars of live stock were heaped into one
This mass caught fire and burned
mass.
fiercely for some time. The engineer of the
west bound train was found with his head
split open from crown to neck, and the face
fallen forward upon his breast, while his
brains were scattered about the locality. One
fireman became pinned between parts of the
wreck, and was suspended by his head, and
literally roasted to death. Another of the
firemen was cut completely in two, and parts
of his oody found some distance away. The
third was badly injured and died after a few
hours of suffering. The other two engineers
escaped by jumping. The extreme reticence
of the Baltimore &Ohic officials has prevented the obtaining of the names of the killed
and injured employes.

Hon.

In the House today, Mr. Curtin, by consent oi
the House, was excused from officiating as chairman of the committee on banking and currency.
The chairmaLship devolves now upon Mr. Millet
of Texas.
Mr. Reagan of Texas, rising to a question oi
privilege, said he found In the Record today that,
previous to his making his speech yesterday, Mr.
Morrison of Illinois, had protested against the debate on the opening of the debate on the silvet
question at that time, and had remarked that
nothing justified this departure from (the rules oi
the House.
Mr. Morrison denied that he had any Intention
to rebuke the gentleman.
Mr. Hill of Ohio, on behalf of the committee on
Territories, called up and the House passed the
Senate bill to legalize the election of the Territo
rial legislature of Wyoming.
On behalf of the committee on the Presidents,
laws, Mr. Caldwell of Tennessee, called up for ac
tion Mr. Hoar's presidential succession bill, bul
on a statement by Mr. Cooper of Ohio, that the
minority report had not been printed, the discuss
ion of tne subject was postponed until tomorrow
The House then adjourned at 1 o’clock.

Sherman

John

Elected

U. S.

Senator.

Columbus, O., Jan. 13.—The Senate and
House in joint session today elected John
Sherman to the United States Senate. Mr.
Sherman received 84 votes, and A. G. Thurman 62.
The House of Representatives today appointed a committee to investigate the
charges made against four members of the
present House, that they accepted bribes to
vote for Henry B. Payne for United States
Senator while members of the last General
Assembly.

What the Life Saving Stations Say
About the Storm.
Provincetown, Mass., Jan. 13.—The life
saving crews along the beach passed through
some very severe experiences during the last
storm and suffered intensely from the cold.
Several of the surf-men were frost bitten
about the head and bands. Capt. Fisher and
crew of Peaked Hill| station rescued thirtyone lives in about two hours early Saturday
morning from the Nimble and Levanter.
Capt. V oung at the Race life station picked
up a trunk containing a large assortment of
men’s clothing, two plain gold band rings,
four scarf pins and a large number of letters
addressed 1,Harry N. Drisko, schooner Isaac
Carleton.” Most all were post marked Indian River, Me.,and several were signed “Ida.’
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 13.—For two davs •
the port of Baltimore has;been blockaded by
ice except for heavy steamships. The ice is

reported Every firm as far down Chesapeake Bay as Sharp’s Island, 60 miles below
this city. The result is barren markets and
a large decrease in the articles of food which
are supplied in whole or in part by way of
the bay.
Gloucester, Jan. 13.—Of the fishing fleet
exposed to the terrible Christmas gales there
are four that have not been heard from—
the Mabel Dllloway, Hyperion, Conductor
and Schuyler Colfax.
FOREIGN.
Middle Counties of England Visited

by

a

Cyclone.

Severe Snow Storms in Austria and

Hungary.
Takes the Oath in the

Bradlaugh

Commons.
Vienna, Jan. 13.—Snow storms have prevailed
incessantly throughout Austria and Hungary. No
trains cicepting those conveying the mails are
running and these experience the utmost difficulty, many being snow bound. Telegraphic
communication is stopped in all directions.

British Parliament.
London, Jan. 13.—Peel, the Speaker, before
the swearing in of members began in the House of
Commons today, said it was his duty to inform the
House that he had received a letter from Sir
Michael Hicks Beach, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Conservative leader of the House of
Commons, regarding Bradlaugh and giving a historical retrospect of the latter’s case, which Peel
said need not be read. The letter also said Sir
Michael Hicks Beach thought Bradlaugh should
not be allowed to take the oath without the House
being afforded a chance of expressing an opinion
He believed the House when fully
on the subject.
constituted would decline to sanction administerto
oath
the
Bradlaugh.
ing
Peel said he was unable to recognize that anything had been done by the previous Parliament
tu iclaiu kvi kiiw <-ojv
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Speaker) was powerless to prevent him taking the
oath. He could take the oath and take the risks
of the law if any were involved.
Bradlaugh stalked the floor of the House in a de
flant manner, kissed the Bible unctuously, shook
bauds with the Speaker smilingly and drove away
He was heartily
directlv after being sworn in.
cheered as he departed from the building by a
large crowd of his supporters gathered outside.
in

Cyclone

England.

London, Jan. 13.—A disastrous cyclone, lasting fully 20 minutes, has passed over the middle
counties of England. Traffic on lines of railroad
was stopped for some time, and a number of
cranes were blown over at Wednesbury and two
killed. Reports from all sections traversed
Eersons
y the cyclone say trees were uprooted, houses
unroofed, and damages of other sorts sustained.
Kossuth III.
Louis Kossuth is in failing health. He has
arrived at Sorrento, where nc will pass the
winter.
Foreign Notes.
General Dominguez has declined the office of
Spanish ambassador at Paris. Senor Albareda
has been named for the post.
Russia has issued a ukase which threatens the
expulsion from Russia of all Prussians who have
not been naturalized.

GENERAL NEWS.
A. J. Heffner of Providence and Charles F. Barker of Boston, began a checker match in Providence Monday night for *400 aside and the championship of America. Two games were played
Monday night, two Tuesday night, and two
more last night, all drawn.
Monday, while Mat Keyes, who was arrested
for murdering a merchant named W. E. Carroll,
in Sunflower county, Miss., was being conveyed
on the railroad from Tripp Station, Ark.,to Arkansas City, he suddenly plunged through the window
of the car headforemost, struch his head against a
wheelbarrow near the track, and dashed out
his brains. Keys was formerly a preacher and
school teacher, and had been a refugee for a
long time.
Sheriff Degman of Colfax county, Kansas, was
killed Monday in jail at Schuyler by a prisoner
named Lapour, who struck him over the head
with a heavy club. At a late hour last night a
large crowd of men took Lapour from jail and
hanged him to a neighboring tree.
Samuel Brown was arrested at North Conway,
N. H.. yesterday, charged with stealing a gold
watch and chain and $160 from a man on the cars

Tuesday.
The Smithsonian Institution.

m.,

next

Cold Weather In

Texas.

OHIO LEGISLATURE.

Washington, Jan. 13.
the Senate, today, Mr. Ingalls offered the
following resolution, which, at his request, was
laid over for the present:
Eesolwd, That in the opinion of the Senate, the
compulsory coinage of silver dollars directed by
the law of February 28. 1878, should not be suspended until the aggregate reaches the sum of

Pedagogue.
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THE DIVINE ORICIN OF CHRIS-

FROM THE WRECKS.

of

In

Camden, Jan. 13.—Died yesterday, U. D.
Witherspoon, an old school teacher, farmer
and town officer, aged 00 years. He was a
native of Fisherville, N. H.; always temperate, and never known to speak a profane
word. He was a relative of Rev. John Witherspoon, a signer of the Declaration of Independence; also a grandson of Capt. John
Mills, a captain at the battle of Bunker Hill.
He leaves two sons, Capt. Rodney Witherspoon of Camden, and T. B. Witherspoon of
New York. A telegram was received yesterday of the loss on Nantucket Shoals of the
schooner T, B. Witherspoon of Camden,
named for the above, and all hands lost.

the

and to pay a fine

SENATE.

missioners, however, waive objection to any
of the county officers giving the use of their
rooms to the examiners if it can be done
without detriment to the business.

a

imprisonment

XLIXth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

Refuse to Grant the Petition.
Farmington, Jan. 13.—The County Com.

through

PRECEDENT

Fearfully

Is the

$10,000.

Member of the State
Board of Agriculture.
Farmington, Jan. 13.—Delegates from
the three agricultural societies in Franklin
county assembled here today, and elected
Maj. E. J. Gilkey of Strong a member of the
State Board of Agriculture.

He leaves

was

Norman H. Camp, formerly assayer in
charge of the assay office at Boise City, Idaho, who was removed in April last, has been
convicted at Boise City of embezzling $12,507
of the funds of that office and sentenced to

Franklin’s

broke

Washington.

the coldest this winter.
morning
The thennometer at the signal office registered zero. Then the weather began to moderate and at three o’clock the temperature
was 19° above zero.
A rise of from 20° to 25°
is expected by tomorrow afternoon.
This

jail.

he

Postal Clerk.

Henry C. Alliger, a railway clerk in the
city postoffice, was arrested by the postoffice
inspectors this morning, charged with rifling

Brunswick, Jan. 13.—Charles Harmon
and Mrs. Emma Pollard were arrested here
today for adultery and taken to Portland

drowned.

pension agent at

fill vacancies.

Hon. John L. Stevens, the originator of
the idea of starting the school, and w-ho first
introduced it to the legislature some fifteen
years ago, gave an interesting account of an
incident that first set. him to thinking of the
need of such an institution and of his efforts

point

be

New York.
Martin T. McMahon of New York, to be marshal for the Southern District of New York.
Charles L. Scott of Alabama, to be minister resident and consul general to Venezuela.
Fred H. Winston of Illinois, to be minister resident and consul general to Persia.
Pierce M. B. Young of Georgia, to be consul
general at St. Petersburg.
Albert S. Wilson, to be United States marshal
for the District of Columbia.
Robert A. Howard of Arkansas, to be assistant
attorney general.
George V. N. Latlirop of Michigan, to be minister to Russia.
M. H. Phelan of Missouri, to be consul general
to Halifax.
John B. Stalls of Ohio, to be minister to Italy.
Richard McMahon of West Virginia, to be deputy second comptroller of the Treasury.
James Q. Chenowith of Texas, to be first assistant auditor of the Treasury.
John E. W. Thompson ol New York, to be minister resident and consul general to Hayti.
Charles Denby of Indiana, to be minister to
China.
Joseph L. Morgan of South Carolina, to be secretary of legation to Mexico.
John E. Bacon of South Carolina, to be charge
d' affairs to Paraguay and Uruguay.
A lexander Traup, to be collector of internal revenue for the District of Connecticut,
W. H. Welch of Maryland, to he deputy third
auditor of the Treasury.
All the contested cases were passed over
and the nominations confirmed were those
to which no objection was made. They weie
chiefly of men who had been appointed to

Chase,
Quinby.

Death of a Veteran
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Sad Accident at a Fire in Lewiston.
Lewiston, Jan. 14.—A small dwelling
house on the banks of the river in this city
was destroyed by fire last night,audMrs. Kate
McCarthy, 65 years of age, the occupant of
The fire
the house was burned to death.
originated in Mrs. McCarthy’s room. Her
son saved his life only by leaping from the
top window of his bedroom. When he learned of his mother’s terrible fate, the young
man, who is a member of the fire department
A great crowd of excitwas nearly frantic.
ed people have gathered around the blazing
ruins but the body can not be recovered yet.
This is the fourth person that has been
burned to death in this city so far this win-

missioners refused the use of the grand jury
room in the new county building to the. national pension examiners, but grant it to the
The Comcounty sheriff and his deputies.

rheumatism,
diseases. For circulars, terms. &c., please aduress
c. M. CONANT, 341 Cumberland St._4~x
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Portland, Jan. 1,1886.
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WANTED—Washing
MRS. LYDIA A. BURROWS. J

Portland, Me., Jan. 13, 1886.
|7am|11AM|3pm 17PM [11~PM
Barometer 30.646.30.691 30.684 30.638 30,692
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fryeburc news.

TIANITY.

Charged with Adultery.

I am pleased to notify my old
cnstomers and the public generally that I am once more to he found
in iny old place, 249 Middle St.,
and shall endeavor to please all
who may favor me with their patronage. Thankful for your favors
in the past, I hope to merit a continuance of the same.

su-__

&

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

BURNED

that resulted in the act establishing it.
Hon. J. A. Locke, of the Executive Council, delivered an able address.

7

»

winds, generally shifting to southerly; rising
followed by falling barometer.

of the

satj- jmn-

work
SITUATIONS
girls
class

WtATHER.

Washington, Jan. 14.
Indications lor Portland and VicinityWarmer, lair weather.
Indications for New England today are
slightly warmer, fair weather; variable

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R. CO

W "Ed “octr?

WANTED—An

THE

THE

___xo~x
to

of

legally

WANTED.

York.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

...

Maine Central• 7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R—6s

Anson.4s

Perry

H. DRUMMOND, JR., No. 396 Congress St.

B OND S !
& 49

97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
subTerms—Eight Dollars a Year. ToInmail
advance.
scribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid
At

SALE—The stock in trade and fixtures

of the grocery store No. 672 Congress street,
FOB
& Co. Apply to J.
H. B.

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

\\__dtf

No? Pacific (iold.’.Cs

article
stamp.
22-4

FOB

Bankers, Boston, Mass.

J:t

an

SAI.E—A new traverse runner pung,
D. Jordan’s make; very cheap. WM. A.
13-1
JORDAN, at Chamberlin & Homsted's.

the

RICHARDSON, HILL &

in

—

FOB RALE.

have established at the offee of our Portland

We

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
sure
to sell. For particulars address
and
profits
K. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.22-tf

BARDWEI.L,

STOCKS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

FOB

of these securities:

Bhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, K. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, B. I. People's Savings Bank, Providence, B. I New Hampshire Savings Bank. Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene. N.II. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N.H. Littleton National Bank. Littleton, N. H.

PRESS.

The annual meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution was
held today. There were present the Chancellor, Chief Justice Waite, Hon. S. B.
Maxcy, Hon. J. S. Morrill, Hon. 0. R.
Singleton, Hon. W. S. Wilson, Hon. W. WPhelps, Dr. N. Porter of Yale College, Dr,
A. Grey of Harvard, Dr: Henry Coppe of
Lehigh University, Gen. M. C. Meigs and the
Secretary, Prof. Baird. The secretary announced that Congress had re-elected Directors MacLean, Gray and Coppe as regents
six
General
and
for
Meigs
years,
in the place of General Sherman, resigned.
He also announced the appointment of

Speaker Carlisle, Representatives Singleton,
Wilson and Phelps as regents for the 49th
Dr. J. C. Willing ef Columbian
Congress.
University, was elected chairman of the executive committee, and Dr. Coppe and Gen.
Meigs members of that committee.
Prof. Baird presented a financial statement
showing the receipts of the institution for
1885 amounted to $67,500, and the expenditures $45,107, leaving a balance of $83,453.
Prof. Baird also presented a statement showing the necessity for a storage building for
alcoholic specimens; also for a new building
for a museum, as there are enough valuable
building the size of
specimens to fill a second
The board then adjourned
the present one.
sine die.
________

A

Negro

by a Saloon
Keeper.
Lancastek, I’a., Jan. 13.—Joseph Doesch
Assaulted

formerly a saloon keeper of this city made
an attempt to assassinate Judge Livingstone
this morning. About 11 o’clock Doesch called at the judge’s residence and was admitted
to the judge’s library. On being questioned
as to his business Doesch advanced to the
judge and pullinga revolver placed it at Livingstone’s head. The judge caught the man’s
arm and a desperate struggle ensued, in
which the judge secured possession of the
weapon, when assistance arrived and Doesch
A charge of
was overpowered and arrested.

felonious assault and battery was preferred
against him and he was committed in default
of bail. Doesch formerly kept a disorderly
saloon in this city and Judge Livingstone
cancelled his license last April. Latterly be
had been in the saloon business in Reading.
Doesch who is still under the influence of
liquor says he will shoot the judge at the
first

News received from Newfoundland reports herring plenty but no frost.
Four stores, with offices overhead, in Great
Loss
Falls, N. H., were burned out yesterday.
$29,000; insured *17,600. Several firemen and
spectators were frost bitten.
McIntosh & Cos’, boot factory, Bay State corset
Cos’, factory and the residence or C. H. Jackson,
in West Brookfield, Mass., were burned last night.
Loss $73,000. Three hundred hands are thrown
out of employment.
8t. Mary’s Catholic church in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
was wrecked by an explosion of the boiler in the
basement yesterday. The engineer, and a little
girl passing the church, were killed.
The Soldiers Monument.
To the Editor of the Press:
If it be conceded that the city must furnish an armory ;for the military companies
in case the Old City Hall is removed to make
place for the soldiers monument, why not
utilize the market house for that purpose ? It
seems to be useless for anything else.
Tax Payer.

Portland, Jan.

Exodus.

Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 13.—The emigration of negroes from North and South Caronna to jvraansas is attracting mucn attention. The new comers have generally chosen
Chicot, Desha and Drew counties in SouthThe negro
ern Arkansas as places of abode.
population is very large in that region, parin
Desha
and
Chicot
ticularly
counties,
where the Republicans have a majority and
choose the county officers, dividing the offices
with the blacks. In the past three months
hundreds of negroes have settled in these
counties. A gentleman in this city has received a letter from Charleston, S. C., stating
that the writer, a leading colored man, desired to locate forty or fifty families comprising live to eight persons in each family in
Other letters
Arkansas during January.
from different parts of the Carolinas indicate tliot at least 1(XX) negroes will go to Arkansas between now and May.

Murderously

Attorney General Bradford of Kansas, notified
the city officials of Leavenworth, Tuesday, that if
saloons were not closed in 36 hours he would
bring quo warranto proceedings against them in
the State supreme court.
He also notified the
owners of saloon buildings that they will be included in any prosecutions.

opportunity.

Death of one of the Largest Cotton
Planters in the World.

New

Obleans, Jan. 12.—A despatch
Jackson, Miss., announces the death
there at 11.30 o’clock last night of Col. Ed
Richardson of the firm of Richardson & May
of this city, president of the late World’s
Exposition and one of the largest cotton
from

Col. Richardson was
planters in the world.
stricken with paralysis while walking on the
street and died before aid could reach him.

Type Setting.
Chicago, Jan. 13.—At a type setting tournament here last evening, Barnes took the
lead in the number of ems set as weli as for
good workmanship, by getting 28804 ems in
Fast

hour and a half. This was counted from
uncorrected proof. McCann c ime next with
2828 net, and Hudson third with 2475 net.
After the close of the evening’s work Barnes
accomplished the feat of setting 856 em« in
half an hour with his lower case reversed.
an

The Captain of the Racer on Trial.
Boston, Jan. 13.—The examination of Captain Gerrior, master of the schooner Racer,
charged with barratry in causing the loss of
that vessel, was begun before United States
Commissioner Hallett, this morning.
The
schooner was owned in Gloucester.
Beside
the defendant there were present part of the
crew of the schooner, two female
passenI gers, the captain’s wife and others.

“Hold

13.

the General.”

To the Editor of the Press:
The Press of this date contains a letter
from Gen. Neal Dow, in regard to the site
for the proposed soldiers and sailors, monument. It would appear from the General’s
previous statements, made at the hearing before the City Council, that he has, and is,
continually changing his figures as ;to the
expense to the City of Portland if
this site is given for the purposes indicated
by the executive ommittee. If I remember cor
rectly at said hearing the General stated in his

An

he thought it would cost from

£25.-

Later in the evening his figBefore the close of the
$50,000.
hearing he had advanced his figures to #75,*

000 to $30,000.
ures were

I supposed at this latter figure the General would call a halt. But no. Today he is
out in a letter over his signature in which he

000.

makes the remarkable statement that he
thinks it would involve an expense to the
city at from $125,000 to $150,000. Now any
citizen of ordinary intelligence knows that
the General is talking “buncombe” when he
alllows himself to make such an absurd
statement. Will some one kindly “hold the
General,” before he raises his figures to half
a million or more ?
The first thiug we shall
know is that all the taxable property of the
is
in
Market Square. So far as a
city located
ward room for ward 4 is concerned what is
the trouble with the ward room at the corner
of Spring
and South streets?
It
was
for
used
as
a
ward
many
years
room for ward 5, it is as good now for
that purpose as it ever was, and besides is
within the boundaries of ward 4.
As for armories for the military companies, Old City
Hall never was, and never will be suitable
for that purpose, and very soon, even if the
old building were to remain, some other
building would have to be provided for our
military companies. We have in a very central location a buildiug built for a market,
but the way matters turned at the time it has
not to any extent been used as such. It is an
elephant on the hands of the city fathers,
ana is of no earthly use so far as a market is
concerned. Why not raise this building one
story and finish off armories in the same,
as
besides on
one
floor the
companies could have a good large drill roomwhich
something
they do not now have for
it is impossible to drill even one company in
their present quarters.
Any officer 1 think,
of any of the companies, will back up this
statement. Now in regard to the General’s
last, and perhaps most remarkable, statement, which is that he is afraid to leave this
matter with the citizens of Portland in the
nature of a popular vote.
I have always
supposed that under our Republican form of
government the people have the right to decide by a majority vote any important matter
as this would seem to be, and when the time
comes when the people are to be ignored in
these great public questions, the end of our
present form of government is very near.
Soldier.
Portnand, Jan. 13.
IN THE RINKS.
NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.
were played last

Thefollowlng games

night in

the above league, ana resulted:
AtINew Beford—New Bedfords 3, Cambrldgcs 2.
At Somerville—Woburns 3, Somervilles 0.

Knights

Rev. Henry Blanchard delivered the seventh lecture of his course on "The Divine
Origin of Christianity, indicated by its Historical Effects’’ on Tuesday evening, in the

vestry of the Congress Square church. He
spoke substantially as follows: When Guttenberg invented the printing press, the first
publication was the Bible. That is a significant fact. When Prof. Huxley writes about
popular education, he strongly approves the
use of the Scriptures as a means of intellectual improvement.
When Goethe spoke of
the book of Ruth, he pronounced it a masterpiece of literature. These statements would
mottoes for the lecture of the even“The Influence of Christianity on the
Mental Culture of Mankind.’’
Attempting to prove that this influence is
serve as

ing

on

one, no scholar desires to ignore
influence of the literature of Greece.
That was a literature which was not indebted to religion. But the briefness of the great
age of Greek intellectual activity is a very
remarkable fact. In Christendom, we see
an increasing intellectual power as the result
of Christianity,
Its own books arose from oral tradition.
They show the development produced in Peter, John and Paul. To these documents the
Christians added the great writings of the
Old Testament, so that we have to consider
the influence, through Christianity, of all
the Scriptures. Surely, it is easy to see the
intellectual development of peasants changed into apostles.
Surely, we can see the intellectual greatness of Paul in his great epistles.
Moreover, the student sees that Christianity won converts from the Greek philosophers.
The “fathers” were often learned men. One
continued to wear always his philosopher’s
cloak as a sign that in becoming a follower
of Christ he did not forsake philosophy.
Christianity, then, is a historical, literary
religion. It uses a book made up of many
books. Other religions have books. Some
of these are very noble, but the noble parts
are small; the additions of commentators,
making up the great bulk, poor.
Mr. Blanchard here dwelt somewhat in detail on the sacred books of China, India and
Persia, and on the Koran.
a

mighty

the

For nearly a thousand years, however,
Christianity was submerged under the power

of an hierarchy who did not favor intellectuLuther broke its power.
al development.
The Scriptures, read by him, in his convent,
flashed new thoughts upon his mind. Intellectual development under the influence of
Christianity, is marked from Luther’s time.
His German Bible, the English Scriptures of
Scotland and England, greatly stirred the
intellectual life of Europe.
Scotland, especially. is a marked example of the power of

fbn

HiBln to n.liimtfl

n

Pilgrims show the same great fact. The
speaker believed that a college education
should include instruction in the history and
literature of Israel and early Christianity.
The intellectual results, in his opinion.would
be great and valuable. The lecturer next
dwelt at length upon the great educational
power of preaching, of hymns, of music, of
art, of architecture; all of which came so
Christianity.
largely
The religion of Christ stands almost alone
This is an
in its institution of preaching.
appeal to men’s Intellects. When one thinks
how
its
he
sees
of
powerful an
great themes,
agent preaching has been in the intellectual
from

development #f the world. The Missionary
spirit of Christianity has done much to increase knowledge. Think of strange lands
visited, strange people addressed, new languages mastered, translations of Scriptures
made, and then measure the prodigious intellectual activity required to do these things.
See, too, how the students of today arc
making researches in the interest of a better
Archaeology,
knowledge of the Scriptures.
Philology, Philosophy, History are all earnestly studied. Christianity is the impelling
power.

Considered above all, the intellectuality of
Christ’s teachings. This has been admirably
shown by Phillips Brooks. The great word
of the gospel of John is truth. That belongs
Christ’s intelto man s intellectual nature.
lect saw, however, that truth cannot be gained by the intellect alone. That must be energized by affection and by will. His great
sayings snow us how clearly he apprehended
Whoso does not' see this
this great fact.
Christ saw,
fact is not an intellectual man.
must begin from within.
that
reform
also,
Not precept merely, but principle, established in man’s mind, is the power that leads to
improvement.

The intellectual men of today are those
who revere Christ. Ernest Renau, Matthew
Arnold, Dr. Storrs, Chas. L. Brace, Dr. Uhlhom, author of “The Conflict between
Christianity and HeathenismCanon Farrar and a host of others bow down, in love

and reverence, before the human author of
Christianity. On the one side, therefore, we
On the
see the great company of scholars.
other, we see a few brilliant, but unscholarly
As
he
men—chief among them, Ingersoll.
contemplated this fact and the great series of
facts he had presented in the lecture, the
speaker felt the overwhelming conviction
that the intellectual influence of Christianity
on mankind was one great proof that it had
come from Deity.
The next lecture will be given on January
26 th.
c.

c.

Annual Meeting—Reports
Election of Officers.

The

The

meeting

annual

of
held in

the

and

Children’s

City

Hall yesafternoon and was called to order by
President Little. Mrs. Fallon was then chosThe reports of the officers
en chairman.
were read, as was also a letter from a guest
of the club, a little girl eight years of age.

Christmas Club

was

terday

The by-laws were read and some slight
changes voted upon. The following officers
were then elected for the ensuing year:
President—Frank McDowell.
Vice President—Gertrude Robinson.
Secretary—George T. Edwards.
Treasurer—Alice Hinckley.
Executive Officers—Lillie Jones, Mabel Swett,
Clinton Gilson, William Bradley.
Miss

Sargent

was

unanimously

chosen

General Director for 1886.
Miss Sargent said, “last year you asked me
to write a card of thanks for all the ladies
and gentlemen who had helped toward the
success of your festival. Shall I do so again ?”
A unanimous “aye.” She asked if they did
not wish to express for themselves by standing, their thanks to Mrs. Colby and Mrs.
Fallon for taking the general direction of
the work for the last festival, and the alacrity with which the members hopped to their
feet showed their full appreciation of the
ladies services.
THE CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

The chairman of the clothing department
in her report said:
I wish to acknowledge donations from the following individuals, viz.: «»f clothing from Mrs.
Bcdlow, Mrs. Burrage, Mrs. T. W. Little, Mrs.
M. 1‘. Frank, Mrs. W. H. Ingraham. Mrs. N. G.
Fessenden,*Mrs. W. H. McDonald,Mrs. Ollie Hay,

Mrs. James'McMullan, Mrs. A. A. Barker, Mrs.
Geo. E. Davis, Miss Nettie Merrill, Miss Helen
Spring. Mrs. Spencer Rogers, Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs.
Elias Hersey of Deering. and Mrs. Wheeler also
of Deering. A basket of clothing was received
from Bishop Neely, also a large package by ex
press from some unknown source. Boots from
Mr. A. P. Cox, Mr. M. P. F'rank, and rubbers from

Smart and White.
The children of the club made and returned during the year, one hundred and fifty articles for
which they deserve much credit,

treasurer’s report.
The treasurer presented her report as follows :
Receipts.
Member’s fees.$ 80.10
Collections and weekly pennies. 129.40
Donations.

56.07

8265.67

Expenditures,
Expended.$218.97

On hand.
_

46.59

*265.57

VERY COLD.

It

very cold in Maine again Tuesday
night. In the western portion the thermometer indicated fully as cold weather as on the
night before. In eastern Maine and New
was

Brunswick Tuesday night was the coldest
one for many years.
From many places the
bemercury has been reported many degrees
low zero:

.,

Deg.

Farmington.24 Richmond.24
.30
Phillips.18 Calais..

!s&*.

Pythias.

FitYKnruo, Jan. 13.
Pequawket Lodge, No. ;U, Knights of Pythias, had a public installation of officers
last evening, and the occasion was made one
of especial pleasure and interest. The ladies prepared an elegant banquet for the
members and invited guests.

The weather,
did not materially
affect the attendance, for at least two hundred ladies and gentlemen, representing the
best citizens of the town, assembled to enjoy
The afternoon train brought
the occasion.
D. G. C., H. E. Graffam of Steep Falls, V. G.

although extremely cold,

Farrington, G. K. of R. S., J. F.
C., Thomas G. Loring of Portland. The installation work was creditablydone, D. G. C. Graffam being assisted by V.
G. C. Farrington, P. C. Loring as Grand Prelate, and G. K. of R. S. Chute as M. A. The
following officers were duly installed:

C., E.
Chute,

C.

P. C.

C. C.—Frod W. Powers.
V. C.—I)r. C. E. Harris.
Prelate—N. Walker, Jr.
K. of K. S_J. L. Eastman.
M. of E.—Norman Charles.
M. of K—E. S. Chase.
M. A.—Geo. H. Walker.
I. G—O. W. Osgood.
O. G.-E. E. Shirley.
G. K. for Two Years—B. Walker McKeeu.
The guests were then invited to the ban-

quet hall, and partook of a most bountiful
collation.
It was past 10 o’clock when the
assembly returned to the hall. P. D. C. C.,
H. G. Crosbie, chairman of the committee,
took the chair, and in a very happy manner
presided over and conducted the speechmaking part of the programme. Y. G. C.
the
Farrington gave an amusing history of was
lie
institution and growth of the lodge,
fellowed by the orator of the evening, I. C.,
Never was
Thomas G. Loring of Portland.

language better woven, expressive of the
great principles that underlie the order—
friendship, charity and benevolence—than
were the eloquent words of the speaker.
Rev. B. \V. Stone briefly expressed his regard for the work of noble charity that the
order was doing, and wished them abundant
prosperity. T. C. Shirley, though unexpectedly called upon, made a most telling and
interesting address. P. C. C. Loring being
again called upon, gave several humorous
recitations, which greatly pleased the audiWhat made the occasion pass off with

ence.

especial pleasure was the excellent music
during the installation, and other exercises
furnished by Knight Millard Powers, assistMrs. (.
by Miss Lizzie Sawyer, Mr. and
W. Pike, F. W. Powers and Mrs. J. L. Easted

mnn

A FAST ROCKLAND BOY

Thfl Pllrituno

nAAnlo

and

c.

the

for

Occasion
of

ture.

probable

remarks

Interesting

Rev. Mr. Blanchard’s Seventh Lec-

it S»nb.b::::566

Made a Convict by Drink and Libera*
ted by His own Heroism.

The

crew

of the schooner Juliet

of

Rock-

land, wrecked near Deer Island, Boston Bay,
last week, were aided by a number of convicts on Deer Island. The convicts were afterwards pardoned for their heroism on this
occasion. One of these men was Silas McAloon,formerly of Rockland,according to the
Bath Times, which says: McAloon’s father
was a wealthy merchant of Rockland. When
Silas was quite young the father died, leaving the boy a fortune of $100,000. Silas took
to drink, fell in with a bad set, lived high,
drove fast horses and was a leading characFor
ter in Rockland for a number of years.
a few years past he has resided most of his
worked.
he
where
time in Massachusetts,
Occasionally drink got the best of him, and
several of his friends had him sent to Deer
Island.
Mrs. Howe’s Poems.

The Independent has the following notice
of Mrs. Howe’s poems:
Mrs. Caroline Dana Howe is a Portland
lady, whose verses have enjoyed much local
celebrity, and are now likely to bea known
volume
more widely by their publication in
entitled, from the first in the collection,
“Ashes for Flame and Other Poems.” These
verses are musical, picturesque, interesting

thoughtful.

and

In fact

they

are

too

thought-

ful, or at least too much loaded with a peculiar cast of pensive thought fulness. We
are tempted to say that Mrs. Howe shares
this quality, both on its good and bad sides
with her countrywomen, who whether, as
has been said of Americans generally, they
take their pleasure sadly or not, do certainly

make verses sadly. There is plenty of music,
and feeling in this collection, but no free
passion. Start where she may, her muse gets
around onto the sad and pathetic side of
things, and sings there in a mild moralizing*
strain, which never bursts into free emotion.
A misogynic critic might say, this comes of
encouraging women to write poetry. We
say, it is no great praise to the men, if they
cannot keep the poetry of the day on the
ground of strong, healthy masculine sentiment and passion, regardless of sex.
Made the

Congregation

Smile.

Last Sunday, in a neighboring village,
quite a sensation was awakened at a morning prayer meeting. For some time a few
devout and well meaning people have hold
what they called “holiness” prayer meetings.
Last Sunday, one of them imprudently criticised some members of the church for aiding
in getting up an “old folks concert” to be
As the concert is for the
held last evening.

benefit of the

church, the criticism

was

warmly resented by the society. The pastor
was emphatic and outspoken in the pulpit,
repelling with fervor the insinuations of the
morning prayer meeting. The opinion pre-

vails that some of the holiness brothers allowed their zeal to exceed their charity and
meetprudence. In referring to the morning
ing the pastor said in the pulpit, "1 have often noticed that those who are so conscientious regarding the raising of money by such
means are always cautious about raising it
This called forth even
in any other way.”
more tban a smile on the faces of the audience.

Bates College.
spring term opened Wednesday morning with quite a small attendance, as nearly
all have been engaged in teaching this winThe

ter.
S. Woodman, ’87, of Portland, had
of the college library during vacation.
Prof. Chase spent the greater part of the

A.

charge

vacation in Boston in the interests of the

college.

The authorities of the college have made :t
law to the effect that hereafter no
student shall molest a fellow studentb^-cau-e
So that in
of what he may wear or carry.
the future the “wicked Soph’f must quietly
submit to the “indiscreet’’ actions of the
verdant freshman.

new

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
A Sherman Mills correspondent says that last
week’s thaw was never surpassed in the Aroostook except by the great January thaws of 42 and
'4'J.
OXFORD COUNTY.
The catalogue of Fryeburg Academy has been
received. There are now 130 students in Ilia
academy and it is in all respects in a flourishing

condition.
Charles Withington died at his son's resldenca
in Buekfield Sunday evening after a long and severe sickness.
For the last ten years he has
been an active worker in the temperance cause.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The farm buildings of Francis Follett, situated
near Storer’s Corner. Bradford, together with onu
of the household
cow, two horses and a
goods were consumed by fire last Sunday.
Potatoes are not very plenty in Bangor and they
The scarcity is owing to this
are rising in price.

part

bad

condition of the

having

been

brought

country roads,
in

for

several

no produce
days. They

selling for thirty-live cents pei bushel.
The storm of last week was most severely felt
in the lumbering regions around Browuville and
Katahdin Iron Works. In tile camp and hovel at
the scene of Mr. E. L. Chase’s operations water
stood four feet deep and men and horses were
air in the rain.
Tins
obliged to take to the open
shore ice on the ponds was so badly broken up
that they could not be crossed by men and teams.
are now

Men employed in “toting” supplies were obliged
to wade through brooks up to their shoulders.
A representative of the Knickerbocker
Ice
Company of New York was in Bangor Tuesday,
and visited various iee fields on the Penobscot
and examined the thickness and quality of this
ice. This company cannot cut ice on the Keunebee as usual, and whether or not they will cut on
the Hudson is yet an undecided question.
It
they should come to the Penobscot for a supply
they would give emplyment to a large number of
laboring men.

Mrs. Mary C. Veazie, widow of the late General
Samuel Veazie of Bangor, died suddenly of heart
disease at the residence of her son-in-law, John R.
Mullen of Boston, last Thursday.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

.86 Woodstock, N. B.....31
Grand Falls, N. B....85
.38 Great Falls, N. H.23

Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Wetherell.of South Norridgewock. will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
their marriage today.

Salmon for Maine Waters.
The State has given $1,000 to the Orland
hatching works and Mr. E. M. Stilwell, one
of the fish commissioners, informs the Banfrom this
gor Whig that they have received
amount 700,000 eggs of the sea salmon. To
the Grand Lake Stream hatching works $500
has been appropriated and 180,000 land locked salmon's eggs have been received in return. These eggs will be hatched at the
places above mentioned and will ofbe distriMay and
buted during the coming months
June. Out of every hundred eggs about 92
of
account
A
perfect
good fish are secured.
men in the
every fish that dies is kept by the

the largest clothing dealers on Water
street, Gardiner, countermanded a large order of
goods Tuesday which he had given a short timo
ago, because of the poor outlook for work on tlia
ice.
Hon. Win. Perkins, of Gardiner, started for
Providence Monday to look after the schooner
Geo. Nevniger, which went ashore at Wood Eiul
Island, and of which lie was one of the principal
owners.
The vessel was valued at $4000, Instead
of $15,000, as reported.
Repairs on the defunct railroad bridge at Augusta are to be pushed with energy ana dispatch,
and through trains will again be crossing the
a large crew of
bridge ere many weeks. Already
men is there, and
operations have been commenced at both ends of tne bridge next the chasm left
by the freshet. Two carloads of timber, a portion
of it hard piue, have arrived, and the. first timber
for the new trestle work has been placed in posi1 tion.

HPultan.

S°“L“"........SO

Thomaston

hatchery.

KENNEBEC
One of

COUNTY.

THE IDEAL STATESMAN OP THE SOUTH.

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 14.

Birmingham Age.
The Alabama congressman who comes
home with his saddle-bags tilled with appropriations enough to improve the Warrior
river and Mobile harbor is the man who
won’t “get left” at the next election.

We do not read anonymous letters and communare
cations. The name and address of the writer
for pubn all cases indispensable, not necessarily
of good faith.
lication but as a

guarantee

hill’s hard heart.
N. V. Tribune.
We call Gov. Hill’s attention to the fact
that Mr. George H. Sterling of Brooklyn,
whom he appointed Port Warden last November, is still out in the cold this inclement

cannot

Some wild Westerner is

trying

to

discour-

age the Prohibitionists by saying that there
will be “do temperance reform until the Republican party is wiped out.”

Perhaps
the

weather.

encouraged.
Norwich Bulletin.
By the by, how would it do to apply Pasteur's discovery to the dogs themselves, and
license only those animals which have been
inoculated? That would establish in this
country a new industry and a big one, too,
when you think of the number of dogs.
UNANSWERABLE DEMOCRATIC CONUNDRUM.
Washington Post.
What, then, is the policy of the Democratic
it agreed upon in the way
What
is
party?
of effective purpose? As a party, what is its
policy on tariff reform, civil service reform,
silver coinage, bankruptcy,
internal improvements, naval construction, coast defences, or any of the important measures
which Congress will have to consider.

the administration refuses to give
for removals of officials because

explain offensive parti-

sanship.
The Maine

Democracy, or some of them,
tryiug to defeat the confirmation of the
man recently nominated for postmaster at
Rockland.
He is not acceptable to the
are

bosses.__
Last year plans were filed with the New
York fire department for 3358 new buildings,
The city
an average of over nine a day.
seems to be growing in spite of the fact that
there is no room for growth.

A THIEF TO

AQUIT A THIEF.
Columbus Despatch.

Four of the alleged Democratic members of
the Ohio Senate propose to vote on their disputed title to seats. Suppose a thief, or one
of tlie parties to a civil suit, was permitted
to sit with the jury in a court. What would
the effect be? The jury would disagree.
Eleven might be for conviction, or a certain
finding, but the twelfth; man, the interested
person, would kill a verdict at every trial.

It will probably appear before the investiis ended that it is with skating rinks
very much as with theatres and dances.
Some of them are proper places enough for

gation

respectable people

to go while others are not.

The advocates of the continued coinage of
short weight dollars should make a trip to
Mexico and see how a depreciated silver currency works there. The poor man does not
seem

to be benefited

by

AN INDIGNANT

SPIRIT.
St. Louis Globe Democrat.

The
on Jackson’s Day this year
seem to have taken the form mainly of excuses for the present administration, and rethat it be dealt with by Democrats m

speeches

it to a very great ex-

tent.
____

quests

The Presidential succession bill as reportby the majority of ihe House committee is
the Hoar biil without any change whatever.
It is understood that the minority will report in favor of a new election iu case of a
vacancy, and that Mr. Randall will advocate
the adoption of their report in preferenee to

If the spirit
charitable and patient way.
of old Hickory can take cognizance of earthly affairs, it must be exceedingly indignant
over such a queer and tame method of glorifying the ancient faith of the party.
a

ed

the

Philadelphia Press.
The remarkable growth of manufactures
in the Southern States is shown in a monthly
publication called “Dixie.” Alabama takes
In 1880
the lead as a manufacturing state.
the population of the principal iron centre of
it
is
said
to
be 21,the state was 4,000; today
000. Even Mobile is making some progIn 1800 there was not one cotton seed
ress.
mill in the South. Today there are 139. The
manufacture of cotton cloth is also increasing. Tennessee, we are told, has struck oil
and natural gas, and we all know about its
iron and coal. The magnificent forests are
being used in the manufacture of furniture,
and furniture factories are starting up. And
last, though not least, enterprising capitalists
have taken advantage of cheap sugar and
cheap oranges and fruits, and in Florida are
making the marmalades and jams for which
Dundee, Scotland, has for so many years
been famous. And, while the enterprising
young South is going ahead on this line, the
antique specimens who get themselves elected to Congress are howling themselves hoarse
for Free Trade to blight every one of these
industries, and, to use Mr. Hoyt’s comparison, change the growing, developing vertebrate into a jelly fish again.

be

in hi* letter to the Senate finance committee
advised the Tabulator, and what that advice
was.
The Collector has it all down in black
and white. Perhaps, if some of the gentlemen named request him to do so he will offer

publication.

The

Don’t all speak

together.

deep laid plots of Johnny McLean

have come to naught, and Senator Sherman
is re-elected. Now the Ohio legislature
should devote itself to framing a law which
will render such frauds upon the ballot box
as have been Dernetrated. by the Kid faction
of Cincinnati for some years back impossible in the future.

The President is finding it exceedingly' difficult to obtain a suitable man for assistant
treasurer of the United States at New York.
Mr. Robert B. Roosevelt has just declined the
place. It would not be strange if the President had begun to wish that he had let well

AtlBSEREHTS.

enough alone. Mr. Acton was an exceedingly efficient officer and enjoyed everybody’s

NINTH Y. M.C. A.
At

confidence.

—ASSISTED BY—
Ulra.

Lizzie If

on

the silver

n,

Soprano.

of Lewiston.

No. 565 Congress St., Under Grand
jan4

A

^
mJLm
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JL JL. Jr!.

In the Netherlands.

question.
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SECOND LECTURE IN THE

shall quote prices that will be of great interest to customers
good garment for a small amount of money:
at $4.50
lO Newmarkets
former price $7.00
at 5.50
15 Newmarkets
former priee 8.75
at 6.00
15 Newmarkets
former price 0.00
at 8.00
lO Nice Berlin Twill
former price 12.00
We also have several lots too small to advertise that will he sold at
about one-lialf their usual price. We have a few very fine Plush Garments that will be closed at a big discount.
We have a few of these goods that we shall close out this week at
prices less than the material would be worth to make up.
Any customer intending to buy a garment this season will do well to
call and make a selection from some of the lots advertised above as
they are special good value.

him, is of the opinion that he is under no obligation to furnish such information. The
Senate takes the opposite view and both are
inclined to stick. It was announced a short
time ago that this administration was to have
no secrets, everything was to be open and
above board. This refusal to give the reason
of the removal of officers looks as if it had
changed its mind. But if the removals were
for good reasons why should the President
hesitate to give them? Would he so hesitate
were the reasons of that description?

499 Congress
<lec29

EVENING, JAN.

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets.
in.

Federal Street.

Bijou Skating: Parlor,
Evening

A K LU

r

!

.to cent..
S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.

declOdtf

C. n. KNOWLTON. Manager.

GILBERT’S

EXTRA,

Wednesday Evening.

WALTZING and the NEW SCHOTTISCHE
FROM 8 TO 9

O’CLOCK.

Respectfully,

janl2dtf

HI. XL

GILBERT.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
TWO

NIGHTS,

Monday and Tuesday,
January 18 and 19.

—

in Edward E.

AS

own

sup-

superb Company.

Seats 75 and 50 cents. Gallery 35 cents. Sale
of seats commences Saturday, Jan. 16. janlldtd

14th

Stockbridge.

At City Ilall, Wednesday Evening,
Jan. 20tli.

CLASSICAL RECITAL
by the following artists:

“King

MR. FRITZ GIESE, the

of Violoncellists,'’

Weber, Tenor,

Mr. Oban. F.

our

Machine

last week’s

going

awful low for Cash

prices.

SUITS!

PARLOR

or on our

Contract System.

PHILOMELA LADIES’QUARTETTE
Miss Louise Baldwin, 1st Soprano;
Miss Emma C. Wheeler, 22 Soprano ;
Miss Sarah H. Peaks, 1st Alto;
Miss Annie E. Mitchell. 2d Alto,
MRS. W. J. HOWELL,
AccompanistBrMr.nl Sim I- 7 -1 ru;
nowon sale at Stockbridge’s.

Admission 30 cts;

Note—To avoid disturbance the doors will be
kept closed during the perlormance of any numbers on the programme.
janl4dlw
A

U

OOIJGH, COOK,

AAR

II LI LI

Cable, German in Quartette, Rose of Cnstilc,

P

A TO
U Lit I V
L

Non-

on

janl4

tlnrthn,

Mjinphony

B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

chestra and

BoMton Engliah

Floto.v’s Chnrming Opera,

MARTHA!
with the following artists in the cast:
M

A short time ago the
new commandant gave Lyons instructions to
have the plate removed. Lyons, having a
natural pride in his connection with the rebuilding of the dock, demurred, and on
being peremptorily ordered to remove the
plate, refused, and was removed and a confederate put in his place. Quite a number of
other soldiers and sailors who served on the

yard until recently.

Fur Trimmed Dolmans and Rus$3.50
sian Circulars

Alaskas, assort-

Special Scenery

and

Elegant Costumes

MR. LEON KEACH, Conductor.
Evening tickets 50 and 75 cents, now on sale at

Stockbridge’s

Music Store.
CASTILE” in

“ROSE OF
Feb. 3d, by same company.
Saturday, 16th.

1
1
1

1

f1 si

n

A DC D is

on

janl4dlw

file in

*

an.,

our

“

1

“

25

authorized agents.

Quilts, 50 cts.
“

each.

1 bale line yard wide Bro. Cotton Sheeting, quantity limited, 4 cents yard.

60 cts. eacn.

1 case 42 inch Bleached
Cotton at 8 cents yard.

$I.Ou each.

Toilet

Marsailes

French

Buff, Pink
price $5 each,

Quilts in
and Blue, usual
at only $2 each.

1

case 46 inch Bleached Pillow Case
Cotton at 9 cents yard.

1

case

Drapery

1 lot 8-4 all Linen Cream Covers,
Red Border, at $1.0<» each.

Covers, $2 each.
Bleached Table Sets, 8-4, 10-4 and

1

12-4.

Sma'l lots to close at reduced

inches

case Ladies’ Merino Underwear,
duced to 25 cents.

re-

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Hosiery
selling VERY CHEAP.
Ladies’ Silk Hose a specialty.

8-4,

Covers,

32

Hosiery Underwear

1 lot Toilanette

Bleached Damask
10-4 and 12-4.

Cretonne,

LADIES’

1 lot 8-4 all Linen Drab Tea Cloths
with Red Border, 75 cents each.

Gents’ Underwear.

Case

Foulard Dress Cambrics 6 1-4 cents.

TABLE COVERS.

pieces 16 inch, all Linen Twill
Crash, 10 cents yard.
25 pieces 16 inch, Barnsley Crash,
10 cents yard.
25 pieces 18 inch, Barnsley Crash,
12 cents yard.

Pillow

wide, at 10 cents yard.
Batting, full pound rolls, 8 cents.

Crash,

Russia

prices.
Hosiery

Gents’

very

cheap.

LINEN DIAPERS.

TOWELS.
50 dozen Cotton Duck Towels, size
16 x 36, at only 3 cents each.
50 dozen all Linen Bleached Huck
Towels, size 16 x 30, at only 5
cents each.
50 dozen Bleached Huck
Red Border, 18 x 36, at
cents each.

Border, size 18
cheap, 10 cents.

Red

very

I

50 inch Homespun redneed from 75 to
84 cents yard.
All Wool French Dress Goods from 68 to
47 cents yard.

Very fine French and German Dress
Goods from $1.00 to 50 cents yard.
Fine Black Cashmere from 76 to 50 cents

1

case

pair.

Towels,
only 10

10-4 Silver

heavy

Gray $1.75

1 case 11-4 White Wool Blankets

yard.

$3.00

Flannels i Woolens.

pair.
1

12-4 Gray

case

$3.75 pair.

by 40,

x

36 inch All Wool Dress Flannel reduced
from 38 to 25 cents yard.

BLANKETS.

50 dozen Bleached Damask Tow-

els,

DRESS GOODS

1 lot Fine all Linen 27 inch Diaper, full 10 yards pieces, usual
price $2.60, at $l.o0 per piece.

Wrapper

1 lot very line Crib Blankets

Blankets

$2.00 pair.

Heavy Gray Shirting
“

50 dozen Cream Damask Towels,
Border, size 20 x 40, worth 2C
cents, at 12 1-2 cents.

25 dozen
size 23

Barnsley Huck Towels,
x 44, at 18 cents.

25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
50 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
62 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
75 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
88 cents dozen.
50 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
$1.00 dozen.
Pull assortment, all better grades.
100 dozen Glass Doylies 42 cents
dozen.
50 dozen 22 inch Cream Doylies,
$1.25 dozen.
60 dozen German T. B. Doylies,
75 cents dozen.

50 dozen Bleached Damask Tow
e s, with Knotted Fringe, Ret
Border, at 20 cents.

GRAND

SALE

25 dozen Bleached Damask Tow
e's, Knotted Fringe, sizej 20 3
43 at 25 cents.

Equally
at 50,
each.

1 Lot Butchers’ Frocking Linen,
inches wide, only 21 cents yard.

“

“

25 c

“

Fine

Heavy

“

“

Gray

“

25c

«

“

Blue

“

25c

“

“

12 l-2c

“

Check Shirting
Bro. Cotton

“

«

8c

“

10c

“

“

«

«

“

White Shaker

BUTCHERS’ Llffi.

good bargains in Towelf
62, 75, 88 cents and $1

22c

“

“

1 Lot White Pure Silk, Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, worth $6.00 per doz.,
arrived too late for Holiday trade,
will be sold at only 25 cents each.

“

yd

“

“

«

100 do*. Ladies’ All Linen Border Handkerchiefs, fine qnalitv, sold only in
lots of four for 25 cents.

Flannel 12 l-2c

All Wool Red

“

25 dozen Brown Huck Towels, sizt
22 x 48, SPECIAE, 15 cents.

NAPKINS.

10,12 1 -2c

Heavy 6-4 Gray Repellant

50c

Good All Wool Cassimere

42c

“

Heavy

“

“

50c

“

Fine

“

“

62 and 75c

“

“

6-4 Wool Suitings

$1.50

to

$3.00

40

TRIMMINGS.
Feathering Trimmings in full line of
shades reduce" from $1.50 to $1.00 yd
Loop Fringes reduced to 50c on a dollar.
Braids, Gimps, Clasps, Buckles and all
other Trimmings at same rate.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

DRESS GOODS!
75 ct. Dress Goods for
“
“
“
1.00
“
“
“
1.25

37l-2cts.
11
50
“
75

If you do not need the goods now, it will pay you to buy them for
future use, as they will never be sold at such low prices again. Ladies
who have attended our former sales know they will find the goods
just as advertised.
Grand excursion at Ilalf Fare, on Tuesday, January 12tb, over the
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg Railroads.
On the Maine Central from Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta, Bath,
Brunswick and intermediate stations.
On the Portland & Ogdensburg from Bartlett. North Conway, Fryeburg, Brownfield, Hiram, Baldv.in, Steep Falls, Sebago Lake, White
Rock and intermediate stations.
Horse cars run from the Congress St. Station of the Maine Central
Railroad to

our

/

SILK

/

5.00

U T ELi\

OC

SCOTCH CAPs

’

SABLE LINED CIRCULARS.

LYNX SETS.

/

-

No\*r

*the

-

,S?T.^ft

25*f

,OUn«

ns

e<Wtf

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

SOMERS, THE HATTER. TURNER

ver, Cashmere and
Camel’s Hair
Shawls.

extremely low prices.

EASTMAN BROS & BANCROFT
d31

BROS.’

closing; out of the balance left from our great
and very successful sale of FRENCH DRESS GOODS wrc offer

In connection with the

SCOTCH CAPS
A

good

few days only to close.
for
50 cents.
cap
a

Himalayan, Velvet, Bea-

W

SALE

COMIflE VCOG TO-DAY.

SHAWLS.

Congress St.

OUT

CLOSING

-AT-

Quotations above represent some Special Lots
but all goods in these departments are

492 & 494

A fiOy's

/

p~“

(llw

janO

*
bags

^"“fors^Nc
h«*oJn*VELlNn
/

V/V.,

511 CONGRESS STREET.

at less than cost for

Odd lot Longsacks
Newmarkets and
$2.50
Havelocks

,

1

OPOSSUM SETS.

Children’s Garments

!iA

,afe

T$,

store.

If I.

Real Siberian Squirrel Fur Lined
Circulars.

PUb"° «>e

The most astonishing bargains ever shown the Ladies of Maine.
An opportunity to buy choice dress Goods at half their actual value
was Eiever presented before.
We will sell on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, January 12th,
13th and 14th, 11,000 yards of new and desirable Fine French Dress
Goods in Black and Colors, bought of an importer at a great sacrifice,
especially for this sale.

20.00 to 60.00

jaul3

Crochet

“

We shall sell the balance of our Fur
less than cost.

Caps

One Lot French Armures, 42 Inch, at 371-2 Cts„ former price $1.00
One Lot French Boucle, 50 Gts.,.worth 1.25
ill Our 54 Inch Homespuns, 50 Gts., regular price $1.00 and 1.25
former price 1.25
One Lot 44 inch French Bison, 621-2 Gts.,

TURNER BROS.,

at

S0MERS7haTTer,

488
janl2

& 490

Congress Street.
»

dtf

PRACTICAL MAAICEACTCRIA'G AMI RETAIL HATTER,

253 MIDDLE ST., DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

jan9

Davis Block,

eodtf

Opposite City Building.

This institution offers superior facilities for preparing young men and ladies for the counting room
and business pursuits. Tonus are very reasonable, in fact never so low as at present, while the
advantages offered have never been equaled.
The public are cordially invited to call and examine our new rooms aud our manner of doing business.
Catalogues free. Any further information cheerfully furnished.

Philadelphia

« ft IN Rdfif' Eilat the Newspaper AdverI JUS I SlsSa Using Agency of Messrs.

N« W. AYE“

Half Bleached Table Damask, 12 1-2 cents yard.
case Turkey Bed Table Damask,
20 cents yard.
case Turkey Bed Table Damask,
25 cents yard.
case Genuine Benfrew, 58 inch,
Turkey Bed Damask, regular
price 50 cents, 36 cents yard.
case German Turkey Bed Damask, worth 68 cents, at only 50
cents yard.
case 62 inch Cream Damask, 42
cents yard.
case 62 inch Barnsley Damask,
50 cents yard.

FURS.

Trimmed, 14
Beaver, Coon and Nutria
10.00
Muffs.
styles
Seal Plush Sacks,
FUR TRIMMINGS.
12 qualities

Stockbridge Course
No exchange after

case

1

Toweling,

BEAVER SETS, Black
and Colored.

Newmarkets, Fur
Astrachan
and

marked at

1

2.00

and

ed lot

LESK I, Soprano;
^IjJTAKI
MISS GERTRUDE feDMANDS, Alto;
MR. J. C.

BARTLETT. Tenor;
MR. H. s. CORNELL, Baritone;
MR G. S. BRINE, Basso;
MR. MYRON CLARK, Basso;
Select Chorus of Familiar Voices. Orchestra of Fight Roatou musician..

<

LAMES’ GAR1ESITS.

dlw

OPERA COMPANY
In

GRAND MARK DOWN!
Cloaks! Furs! Shawls!

Haydn’s.

Sale at Stockbridge’..

Tbe

EVENING.
_

Newmarkets

Crash,

case

ATKINSON, Manager.

EVERY

ets

50 pieces 20 inch, all Linen
6 1-2 cents yard.

TABLEUNENS.

PEARLlUlDDLE STREETS,

Branch nf the Great Nassau Hall, 827 Washington St„ Boston,

Ol-

CITY HALL, FRHIAHYEEYG, FEB. 5.

Destroyed by the Rebels 1862.
Rebuilt by the United States Government. 1S03.
J. W. Livingstone, Commandant.
W. H. Lyons, sup’t Machinery.
Lyons has remained in his position at the

We again announce to our patrons that
the recurrence of our Great Annual Sale
of Linens and Housekeeping Goods, will
bring to them no disappointment, for
we confidently expect to eclipse all our
former efforts in this line.
Fully appreciating what we are undertaking we will only say:
We shall offer in this sale such UNPARALLELED BARGAINS that all must
be pleased and satisiied, and we hope to
be able to maintain our former reputation.

in great variety. We are all through taking stock and believe
have more bargains to offer to the square inch than any
other house in the country.

janll

Crash,

50 pieces 16 inch,
8 cents yard.

Annual Sale!

we

OFEJN

100 pieces 16 inch all Linen
5 1-2 cents yard.

COTTONS.

FURNITURE!

CHAMBER
CORK

18tli.

JAN.

BED SPREADS.

25

1

in existence. Collars, Cuffs, Carments washed in TWO MINUTES. Not necessary to dress for wash day; You can operCome and
ate the machine in a silk dress and kid gloves.
see the wonder of the 19th century. We are still cutting up

at

HiT~>3>J'ESXI>-<!3L~y,

CRASHES.
25 pieces 17 inch, Glass
8 cents yard.

CSUFt-^PsTD

1

RANGES!

Washing

Mixed Cloth Jack-

—AND THE—

inscription:

NINTH

1

—

Kidder’s Comedy Drama,

ported by her

fixed in the
house with the following

Ei B. & B.

A I

$5.00 to $10.00 down, balance $5.00 per month. Why not
have a new Range this cold weather? We are headquarters
for quantity, style, quality and price. Every Range Warranted.
Come to our store and we will show you the new way to
wash clothes. We have the only sensible make of

ISAAC C.

Miss Myra Goodwin

was

Union side have been discharged and confederates put in their places. The indications are that the navy yard was used as a
regular adjunct to the anti-Mahone party In
the late campaign.

I.

U V 1

5

n

RANGES!

10 cents.

P.

The resolution introduced into the House
by Mr. Boutelle, calling on the Secretary of
the Navy for any information in his possession relating to statements which have
appeared in the public prints relating to certain actions of the commandant of the navy
yard at Norfolk, Va., needs some explanation. It seems that just before the war one
W. H. Lyons, a skilled machinist and a
Northern man, was doing business in the
South, and being unable to close his business
was
caught there at the outbreak of
hostilities.
When the Federals abandoned Norfolk, as
is well known, they sank the Merrimac and
blew up the dry dock. The rebels raised the
Merrimac and made her over into an iron
ram. Mr. Lyons made plans of her and
smuggled them through the rebel lines, and
thus gave the United States government the
first intimation they had of the coming danger. For this service, after the recapture of
Norfolk, Lyons was made Superintendent of
Machinery at the navy yard there by President Lincoln and given charge of the rebuilding of the dry dock. When it was

engine

IIP

Afternoon Admission:

coinage of silver emanated from the London
press, he saw British gold beneath it, and
Mr. Vance laid it to the gold bugs and
money kings, who were seeking to make the
rich richer and the poor poorer. All of them
regretted exceedingly to find the President
hobnobbing with the gold bugs, and thought
if the Democratic party was going to support
his financial position it might as well join
the Republican party at once.

wall of the

"BP

Prices to close the bulk of stock at once.
Unprecedented
bargains in this line. See the Octagon Parlor before purchasing. We have 37 No. I that we shall close at $22.50. The
castings alone for this stove cost$l7.00; so you can readily
figure whatan enormous bargain they are at the above price.
CHAMBER STOVES,
OPEN CRATE STOVES, all prices.
All the regular styles at prices that
from $3.60 upwards.
will astonish, for cash or on our contract.

Admission:

Sdies.::.':::.'":io cents }skates.

The Democrats had a real field day in both
branches of Congress Tuesday. In the Senate, Pugh and Vance pitched into the administration’s financial policy, and in the
House, Reagan followed suit. Mr. Morrison
tried to suppress the Texas Congressman,
but he was not to be suppressed until he
had freed his mind. Reagan portrayed the
results of the suppression of the coinage in
very gloomy colors. It meant, in his opinion, the demonetization of silver, a reduction
of the values of all property, a doubling of
the value of evidences of indebtedness, the
oppression of labor, the pauperization of
hundreds of thousands of people, the destruction of the silver mining industries, and
many other very dreadful things indeed. Mr.

plate

B

£1

The talented and charming Soubrette,

brass

dtf

B. A ATKINSON & CO.,

lSth.

Evening ti«kets,;35 cts.,for sale at Stockbridge’s.
Tickets for remaining three lectures, 76 cents,
including seat.
janlldSt

few days ago the Washington cortelegraphed
Argus
respondent of the
interview with
had
an
he had
that
D. M.
Sweat in which the
L.
Col.
“denounced the story” that he
latter
was opposing Collector Chase’s confirmation
“as a falsehood of the most flagrant stamp,”
and further said t hat “instead of opposing
Mr. Chase he will use all the influence he
possesses to bear so as to have him confirmed.” Yesterday the same correspondent
telegraphed that the “continued report” that
Col. Sweat was opposing Capt. Chase was
“untrue;” that Col. Sweat was giving no
attention whatever to political matters: that
all his time is occupied with his professional
duties. It looks as if Col. Sweat was growing lukewarm. Bring out the letter-book.

a

St.,

cor. Brown..

—

A

completed

STUDLEY,

H.

W

dtf

we

N.

GOODS !

HOUSEKEEPING

•g^'rar^TT^'ivrTT^r*^-

in want of a

Dickinson Illustrated Lecture Course,
CITY HALL,
FRIDAY

OF

Army Hall, Portland, Me.

LADIES’ OUTSIDE GARMENTS
JOBLOTof
TO BE CLOSED OUT AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.
Below

AND

LINENS

MORRISON & CO.,

^“Admission 25 cts. Reserved Seats 35 cts.
Reserved Seats to members 25 cts. Reserved Seats
now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
JanSdtd

The prospect is that the President and Senate will soon come into collision over the
question of the right of the latter to know
the causes of the removal of public officers.
The President, and the cabinet agree with

*

on

READINGS by MR. M. DENNETT,

and statesmanlike in his treatment that they
will stamp him as the chief Republican in
the Senate.” The plan is a good one. Mr.

Evarts should begin

Jennie King ITIorriaou, Contralto; JMiaa

SALE

ANNUAL

GREAT

City Kail, Thursday Evening, Jan. 14.

WEBER CLUB

Speaking of Senator Evarts’s Presidential
prospects a Washington correspondent admits that his Boston speech w'as an injury,
but goes on to say that his plan is “to deliver
in the Senate a series of speeches on national
subjects, which he will try to make so broad

-A.T-

our cusHaving decided to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents to some of
tomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance to becall
and
We
of
do
free
charge.
not
to
only
require you
buy anything,
come tlie posessor of the same
see our new store and register your name.

—BY THE—

ated Allen G. Thurman, for Thurman, whatever else may be said of him, is honest, and
too much of a man to be anybody’s tool, and
that is not the kind of men the controlling
element of the Ohio Democracy take to.

Bancroft.

&

565 CONORBSS ST.

CRAND CONCERT

Had the Ohio Democrats, or more properly
the controlling element of them, seen any
chance of electing their candidate for United
States Senator they would not have nomin-

bros.

Eastman

Gold Watch Free!!!

Morrison & Co’s New Jewelry Store,

AND THE TAR-

IFF.

interesting to know on what
points the gentlemen Collector Chase names

it for

MANUFACTURERS

SOUTHERN

majority’s.

It would

Lady’s

a new industry

reasons

it does not want to

A

_

MORE CHANCE !

OWE

gov.

undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used._
We

DIINCELUNEOUN.

KKIKCELLAIVBOVS.

CURRENT COMMENT.

L. A.
janO

CRAY,

A. M.,

Principal, Portland,

Me.

eodet

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 14.
WIT AND WISDOM
The process of hiring a mistress is conducted by
manthe nineteenth century cook in the following
Scene-Madame’s boudoir. Enter cook.
ner-

The

Madame—Just four.
us.
Cook—May the Lord look sideways on
What a lot to cook for! What wages?
dollars,
Madame—Twenty
Cook—Twhity dollar!s Twinty nothing! What
do yer take me for?
Madame smiles apologetically and refrains from
....

m

New York Stock and

[By Telegraph.]

said-m^?huQy’

MSW

k*" No?pa? bii? you’vtfgrowmi'a heap since.”

revision of the Bible: In the street cars
Boston two women were talking rather loudly.

& Alton.......140Vi
Chicago & Alton
Chicago, Burlington &
Erie. “*%

had had another
^•Di'd
you know that Sarah
in,ofmrlricv left her by her cousin’s will?’’
“the Bible
the
other,
exclaimed
l0‘Law me!” truer
thing than ’them that has

Illinois Central.1“J%
Lake Shore. °*>%
‘1
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 4“

gits!’

Northwestern.
Nortnwesteru

A new

never said

a

_

Nerve Pills for any
Try Carter’s Little
indisleeplessness, weak stomach,
The only
relief is sure.
&c„
gestion, dyspepsia,
In vials
medicine for the price in market.
cents.

St.

Alton & Terre Haute.
do pref.
Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.

__

time, with reckless hand, has
the Book of Human
out haff the
from day to
Life to light the fires of passion with,
the leaves which
that
begins to sea
day,' that man
remain are few in number.—Longfellow.
not till

if i«

a

to^n

leave”,"from

Morris A

which the palm must press

Wells.

Cod Liver
Scott’s Emulsion of Pure
Oil with Hypophosphites/or l)r. IRA
M,
Affections and Scrofulous Diseases.
“lam greatly pleased
Law, New York, says:
it very service
with your Emulsion. Have found
affeeable iu Scrofulous disfiascs and Pulmonary

1st

pref..,46%
pref.10*
16%
Erie & West

Metropolitan El.160
62%

Union Pacific stock
Pacific. Ji 4
38
Hannibal A St. Jo.
do preferred. 80

overlay each
“Two of the toes of my buried
a woman in
other and pain me dreadfully,” said
and
Marlboro The leg had been amputatedtoliis
miknown
Imsbaud
buried amonth. Her
wife had the leg exhumed and the toes straight
that
cue.l. and she said she knew by the relief
the exact moment it was done.

leg

Central

New York

NEW YORK,Jail. 13 188G.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

Colorado Coal.24 0°

teeth and

Quicksilver.
Horn Silver.
Caledonia. B. H.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FKANCI8CO, Jan. 13. 188G.-The followstocks
ing are closing official quotations of mining

to-day:

Hale & Norcross.
Con. Cal. & Va.
Bodle Con.

_

FinancialIm commercial.

Best & Belcher.

FOB THE WEEK ENDINC. Jan.
review lias
Business during the week under
due chiefly to the
been slow and unsatifactory,
interfered with trade
severe weather, which has
been dull with buyers and
has
Flour
generally.
material change, alsellers apart; prices show no
market is weak on account
the
of
tone
the
though
tho wheat market,
of the unsettled condition of
views and say that
but millers are firm in their
cost of production.
the
not
do
pay
present prices
firm feeling for pork
In Provisions we notice a
is firmly held;
and lard at old prices. Molasses
boiling at 4V2s5c adsales of 6000 to 8000 lihds
tho old stock is
vance over last year’s imports;
Coffee continues
full
nrices.
at
held
and
light
is higher at
quiet and steady. In Teas, Souchong a 40c. Suat 35
18 to 60c; choice Japan quoted
closing easy.
gars have been in moderate request,
in apThere has been no change of consequence

1

pails;

9'/2@10c p lb, according to size and
small lOiglOVijC.
Dressed liogs, city, at 5%c ^ lb; country at $>c;
live 4% c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27ffl
28 jcommon to good 20@26c; New York fall made
dairy 21@22c; Vermont do 22 a23c; selections 2
@—c; common to good at 15@20c; extra Western
fresh made creamery 33@34c; common to good
25 ®30c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c
Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these quo-

tacheese—Northern

extra at 10@l0V4c: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9 Vs @10.
Job lots V2c higher.
@30c; Eastern extras 28®29;
K„,j3_Neai by
East firsts at —@2Gc; Southern choice extras
Vermont
and
York
@26c; North at
New
®28c;
;@24c; choice held
—®2Gc; Western fresh; at
Eastern
l9@20e;
-.Western
pickled
stock 2i@22c
limed 20m 21c.
Beans—Cliolce small hand picked pea at 1 GO®
1 Go P hush; choice New York large hand picked
small Vermont hand picked pea at
do 1
—

—

—

—

50^155;

1

wins 1 75®2 00;

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO,Jan. 13.1886.—Cattle—Receipts 12,600; shipments 4000; 25c lower: shipping steers
3 50@5 35 jstockers and feeders 2 50@3 90; cows,
bulls and mixed 1 75@4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 42,000 shipments GOOO: 15 lowand
er; rough and mixed at 3 50@4 20; packing
slopping at 3 80«4 «0; light 3 40@3 80; skips at
2 50(®3 40.
Sheep—Receipts 9000; shipments 1200; active :
common weak; natives 2 25®5 15; Western 2 25
@3 50; Texans 2 00®3 00. Lambs p head 4 00

@5

50.

\TEW YORK, Jan. 13. 1886.—Flour market—
Receipts G738 bbls; exports 5400 bbls and 45,lGGsacks; dull and declining; sales 13,3o0 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 16@3 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 90@3 30: common to good
extra Western and State at 3 25@3 70; good to
choice do at 3 76®5 60; commonto choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®6 25; fancy do at
at 6 30®5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
@5 GO; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 1.5®
5 GO; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75 o.5 15choice to double extra do at 5 20®
6 50,1m-hiding 2300 bbls city mill extra at 4 75
@4 90; 700 bbls fine do at2 16S,3 00; 600 bbl6
superfine at 2 90S3 30; 900 bbls extra No 2 at
3 25@3 70; 3500 1 ibis winter wheat extra at 3 26
@0 65; 8800 bbis Minnesota extra at 3 25®5 60.
Southern flour steady; common to fair 3 50@3 90:
good to choice at 4 00®5 60. Rye Flour steady at

High Mixed Corn.50^63
Corn, bag lots....5G®;GG
Meal, bag lots...54@GG
lots....41(0,42
00®525 Oats, car lots...
420,4.3
Oats, bag
Heed,
00@825 Cotton
r_
50

00

r/,
.5 25®5 501 do bag--.26 00@26 00
clear do....5 00®5 25 Sack’dBr’u
car lots.. 18 00,« 10 00
stone ground. 4 7o®5 00
do bag... 19008,2000
St I.ouis st’gt
00
roller.5 50®5 76 Middlings, 19 60.0,23 00
do
50
bag lots,20 00®24
6
do
clear
25®G
Provisions\Wluter Wheat
Patents_ 5 76®G00| Pork_
Backs .13 OO^'IG GO
Fish.
12 50a 12 7G
Clear
b
Mess.10 GO® 11 00
25®3 60
9 60®10 0C
Beef.
Mess
50
Large BankS 25*3
GO
Small.2 75®3 RR ExMess.lOOO^lO
....11 OOa, 11 60
Plate
26
Pollock.2 60®3
00
G0@12
Haddock.1 60® 2 00 j ExPlate.il
Hake.1 75®2 25
w
t»"6*4@7c
Herring—
TiereC*.,,. G%@7c
Pails.7 <®7%c
O'/aSlO c
Hams t>lb
1 Vi
do covered 1 OVij
0|I,
8
00
00®
7
Shore 2s.
Sled. 3s. 5 00® 0 00 Kerosene— ret. VA
Kef.
Small.2 76® 3 60 Port.
Water White...... 10%
Produce.
13
Pratt’sAst’l.gbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.3 50®4 50 Devoe’s Brilliant.IS
00
.8
Ligonia.10%
G0®7
Cape Cod..
White.io
Pea Beaus... 1 75®1 85 silver
1 75®1 86 Centennial.10%
Medium
Raixittif
German mdl 65®1 76
§C
yellow Eyes.l G5®1 75 Muscatel.23
GO®05 London Lay’r 15@3 37
Irish Potatoes
12
Ya
Ond
uraLay.
50
@12
3
St Potatoes
25®3
Onions.2 2o®3 50 Valencia.7 @10 Va
Mu^ar.
Cabbages810®S18
lb.7V4
Turkevs.""JR®}? xtra C.6%
Chickens.}r,%\o
Secil«.
Fowls
.>0"}2 Red Top.2 25@2 37
®15
Pucks
1C
®t2 Timothy Seed2 00@2
fieese.

roller

—

..

Large<Woie3

and moderately active;
863 bush; Va®^0
sales 198,000on spot;No 2 Chicago at 88 in store:
at
2
Red
90%c elev; No 1 Red
No 3 Red 86c ;No
State at 95c; No 1 White at 95c. Bye is steady.
declined
Cora
V4@VaC, closing
Barley steady.
weak; export demand light; speculation only
bush:
exports 193,906
moderate; receipts 20,400
busli ;sales 142,000 bush spot; No 3 at 46 Vi®47;
Oats
elev.
Vk@V4c lower
No 2 at 50V4®60V2C
and only moderately active receipts 21,850 bush;
sales
110,000 bush oil spot;
exports 84,438 bush;
No 3 at 36c, White do 39VaS40c; No 2 at 36V*{g
at
White
40%4ie; Mixed Wes36Vfec elev; No 2
tern at 30 VaA'42 VaC; Wllite do 39®43Vac: White
State 42VaC. Coffee dull. Sugar dull; refined is
dull; C 6V4@6V2C: Extra C af5 Va®53/*c;A White
6%c:
Extra C 5%c; Yellow at 5®5Vac; Mould
Off A at 6c; Standard A 6 5-16®63/i; Granulated
and
loaf
cut
6 ll-16®63/ic; Confectioners A 6%c;
Cru3he<17VsaTVie; Powdered6%®7V4o; Cubes
Tallow
87%c.
615-16C. Petroleum—united
dull.
firm. Pork firm; mess at 10 37 Va. Beef is
Card shsdp lower and less active;Western steam
6 75 for Continent; 7 06
at
6
1
refmert
42
Va
spot
Butter firmt State at JM33c, Elgin
for S. A.
Cheese
creamery at 33®35e; Western J2ft »3>
lower

^lub*

—

—

f-anulated

7(*10V* ;Westem fla£Y@9HFreights firm; Wheat steam 2%d.
CHICAGO. Jan. 13,1886,-Flour easier; South-

steady;

40J

70*79;.4c.

Nol Baldwins
and Greenings

Creamery -fc* tb.. .24@2«F
21@2i
1 25@2 00 Gilt Edge Vcr
Choice.18@2(
lb
8®llc
V>
Evaporated

Malagers.3 00&3

Good.15@J*
Store.10@1.
K SS-'

or

extras.2<
Canada & Western.. 2(

50 Eastern

Oranm*

Florida.3 75^4 25 Island.2(

Limed.19^2.

Imports.
Steamship Sardinian—500

LIVERPOOL
tin plates to A E Stevens & Co 15
A Allan.
__

bx

mdse to H

cs

!1

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Jan. 13.1880
Pori
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For
for cor
audio ears miscellaneous merchandise;mercliar
nectiug roads 82 cars miscellaneous
dise.
^__
Portland Dally Press Stock List.
an 1
Corrected bv Swan & Babbett, Bankers
Brokers, 180 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asket
Par Value. Bid

Descriptions

NltBauk

Curnbedand^National
National

'-'-'.-. '.'".1M

Bank. 40
Bank...•• ■--100
Bank.. 75

First

Merchants’National
National

Traders’Bank.100

Ocean Insurance Co.100
~ort land Company.
50
Po-tland Gas Company.

148
48
144
118
140

160
50
140

»u

Jo

1|0
142

55

"V

go
uu

1889.....lip

111
115

BONDS.

state

of Maine Os, due

City 03,Munlclp’l varionsiop
podded
1907 .122
■Portland City 6s, R. R. aid
■ ■

Bath City os, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s R. R.
R. aid ..113
Bangor City 6s, long R.

alavarloi'3--lpO

«

107
12

State

Wisconsin
ern Winter Wheat 4 406,6 80;
Wlieat
4 65; Michigan at 4 60g4 75; soft Spring
3
bakers
50@4 00; patents
3 7064 00; Minnesota
at
4 75*5 50; low grades 3 00*4 00; Rye flour
3 306,3 60, Wheat lower; January 78%@79V»c,
%at 36.
Corn
No 28prii)g at
BarOats easier at 28V*c. Rye dull; No 2 at 68c.
Fork declined to
ley is dull; No 2 at 63@66c.
6
07V4.
at
Is
steadier
05*6
Lard
10 20®lo 25.
short
Boxed meats steady; shoulders3 J0*3 9o,
ribs 6 07 Vi®6 10 ;sliort clear 6 40*5 4d.

Clover.,lQVg@ll<
Apple..
Chee>e.
Nodlieatls... .2 00®2 60
10
@11 Yz
Vermont....
-o
.2 00®2
Snow
10
@11 Vs
Tall man Swts2 00®2 25 N.Y. factory
Butter.

liemonx.

___

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]

iHrnm.

Florida.4 50@5 00
Messina.4 00 o^4 50

Maine bald-

Hay—Choice prime hay, $20 00@$21; fair to
good at *18ffi$19; choice Eastern dofine
|16@$18;
fair to good (To at $15@$16; poor at $13s$14:
East swale $11@$12. Eye straw, choice, $20®
$21: oat straw $11@$12 p ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 75@80c;doHebron 80c;
N H Hose 70c ;Me Central 70c;Burbank seedlings
70c ;N Y Hebrons at 60@65c; do Rose 60@66c;
do prolifles 70c.

70.
for
The following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Grain, Provisions, &c.:

00®26

1 60® 1 76; fancy
common $1 ®1 25.

Apples -Choice,

®2

lots. .24

c p lb m tierces ;7Vt®7y2c in 107y2®7%c in 6-lb pails; 7%@8cin3-lb

P<Hams

higher

car

1

cure:

to

straight

2

Yard GV2@GS/i

lb

shipments
ples trade slow and prices steady;
week ending JanuEuroDe from Portlandlfor tho
and for the season 34,909
ary 9, were 7383 bbls,
Boston for the week, IV
bbls; shipments from
frofn
372 bbls, and for the season 173,484 bbls;
bbls and for the
New York for the week 12,040
for the season to
season 289,132 bbls; shipments
Montreal, PortNew
York,
from
Boston,
Europe
for same time
land and Halifax, 584,491 bbls;
are firm and a
Potatoes
bbls.
637,232
last year
in figures;
further advance has been established
continues steady at
receipts less liberal. Butter
lias caused a
unchanged prices. The cold snap
fresh stock, wlucli
firmer feeling for poultry, and
with only
is very scarce, has advanced slightly,
and tending upa limited inquiry. Cheese steady
Is higher at 50s.
ward; at Liverpool the market
and most pieces
The market for Fresh Beef is firm
with an improved dehave taken an upward turn,
now at 7V238V2c; hold
mand; we quote sides
quarters a* WSirysc,
rump loins 11®
rounds with flanks 7c, rounds 8c,
rattles 4@oe,
lBc. rumps 12@14c, loins 12@16c,
short rib
hacks CV4S7V4C, chucks 4%®5Vbe,
round hogs 6c jsweet
cuts 10@12c; Mutton C@8c;
variation here on iron
Dickled tongues 9 60. No
of the preand steel this week, but the advance
we may look for
vious week is maintained and
at 2 GO
still
figures soon. Nails are selling

«P™g6
Midi,

2Vk

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan. 13. 188G.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 12 25@12 75; short cuts 12 50
11 75®
@12 76; backs 12 76 0,13 00; light backs
V> oo; lean ends 12 25@12 75; pork tongues 813
at
76
;extra
prime
mess
25@12
25
$12
@13
;prime
9 76@$10 25; mess, old, at 10 75'al 100; do new
10
at
mess
75®
Western
pork
prune
at $11 75;

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
14.

XS%gr.nagnd5

•’ip
}

Hale & Norcross.* 4“
Con. Cal. & Va.
Silver Kine. ®
200
Iron Silver..

and
Slade’s Epicurean Spiees are the largest
best Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
been reall dust and other impurities having
moved.

Flour.

BO

do preferred.24
Homestake.22°0
Ontario.29 00

Journal says
A writer in the Eastern Medical
is one fluid
that the medical Idea of a teaspoonful
of that
measurement
the
This is about
drain
But this
article as used by our grandmothers.
larmuch
so
made
now
are
and the dessert spoon
hold nearly two
ger than formerly that they
medicine
by
measure
who
drams and people
The tablespoon rethem overdose themselves.
old
days.
mains as in the

Superfine and
low grade#, 3 25^3

Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

followed

nausea.
the

Fargo Express.120
42

Lake
Manhattan Elevated.120%

__

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu prevents
Colgan’s Taffy Tolu strengthens
the gums.
imparts a healthy color to

Essex.131

Louisville & Nasn.
St Paul & Omaha.. 37%
do pref.100%
.114%
Union Pacific 1st
.106%
do Land Grants
Funds.121
do Sinking
St Louis & San Fran. 21%
do

_

lions.

70

Northern Pacific.-. 20%
dO' pref. 68%
Oregon .. 104%
Richmond & Danville. 80
Adams Express.146
American Express.182
U. S. Express. 63

painful disease. It is a sore of the hand,
of a
brought on by the pressure
it has affected
stick against the palm; in this case
above the wrist.
the muscles from the fingers to
a handle, inwith
stick
a
that
The surgeons 6ay
is
carry.

97%

Hud.lCanal.,®0%

Del. A

from a

the thing

"J

Del., Lack. A West.120%
Den & Rio Grande. 17
E. Tenn., V. A
g%
9
do pref.
Houston A Texas. •>&
Kansas & Texas.."?%
Missouri Pacific. 111%
Mobile & Ohio. 14%

_

m.

43

Canada Southern.•••■ 40%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 12 %

writes
“Very fast and gives good satisfaction,”
of Bridgeport,
Fred'k, Stevens & Co, druggists,
remedy for
Conn., of their sales of the great
and of
rheumatism and neuralgia, Atlilophoros,
the appreciation in which it is held by persons
using it.
There is a patient in a Scotch infirmary-suffering

Mcld offkSob
to

10*

92%
Paul
St. Paul preferred.I2t
5*%
Union Pacific.
Western Union Telegraph. 73%

nervousness,

nerve
at 25

preferred.162
Quincy.136%

%
preferred.136
104
New York Central.
Rock Island.127 4

of

case

Jan 14
14
14

,

.Jan 14

Brittanic.New York..Liverpool-. Jan
Puerto Rico.New York. .Havana
Niagara.New York Havana..—J®1'
Aurania.New York. .Liverpool .Jan
Jan
City of Chicago -New York-LiverpoolEthiopia.......... New York Glasgow.Jan
Jau
Donou.New York. .Bremen
Jau
Feenlaud.New York.. Antwerp
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam...Jail
J®°
York..
Liverpool
Nevada.New
Jan
Fulda.New York-Bremen
J®1*
Havre
York..
Canada.New
Alvo.New York Kingston, AcJan
Adriatic.New York-Liverpool—Jail
-Jan
Santiago.New York-Cienfuegos
Antilles.New York Porto

lb

16

and

i>

16

16
16

Hj

2U

20

Moo^se°ts.-a-

Helgllt

■»

ISTEW

MARINE

POWDER

jlil

■•••}"•'■

Absolutely

sT

declined

Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat. 8,000
bush; corn, 23,000 bush; oats. 33,000 hush; rye,
1 000 bush; barley, 30,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbte; wheat, 10,OW)
bush: corn, 16,000 bush; oats, 33,000 bush; rye,
0,000 hush ;barley, 16,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 13, 1886.-Flour dull. Wheat
2
lower; No 2 Red 88*90V4c. Corn steady j No
Mixed 33Vsc. Oats—nothing done; No 2 Mixed at
30*32c bid.
w
Receipts—Flour, 5,000bbls; wheat. 1.000 bush;
corn. 8,000 busli; oats, 00,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bush barley, 2,000 bush.
k„.
Shipments—Flour, 4000 bills; wheat 0,000 bu,
corn,8,000 bush; oats 2,000 bush; rye, 00,000 bu;
barley, 0000 busli.
DETROIT, Jan. 13,188(1.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 87c bid; No 2 Red 86V2C.
Receipts, 12,400 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 13, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8 ll-16c.
MOBILE, Jan. 13,1886.—Cotton is quiet; middll lg 8 I1-16C.
SAVANNAH. Jail. 13, 1886—Cotton is firm;

middling 8 11-16c.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 13,1886,-Cotton Is firm;
middling 83/gC.
MEMPHIS,Jail. 13,1880.—Cotton steady; middling 8 11-16C. __
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Jan. 13, 1886.—Consols 99 15-16.
LONDON, Jan. 13,1886.-[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat quiet but steady. Cargoes on the passage
and for shipment, wheat quiet and steady; corn
firm. At Liverpool .spot wheat rather easier ;corn
quiet. Weather in England milder.

our

Grand-

feb8_dtf
DOMINION LINE.

18$5-6-WINTER

Pure.

mar7__°ly

Allan.
Halifax—passengers and mdse to H & A

B

Black Robes $9.00. Buffalo Robes $0.00.
Robes $12.00.

We sell

From

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool 12th, steamer Parisian, Allan,
Portland; Toronto, McAuley, do.
Sid fm Penang Doc 4, ship Matilda, Merriman,
8
11th, ship Charter Oak, Laffln,
New York
Ar at Cape Town, CGH, lltli iust, brig Johanna,
Dow New York
Passed AnjierDec 6tli. ship Rembrandt, McGilvery, from Iloilo for New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Dec 3, barque Sami D Carlton, Freeman, New York.
Sid fm Aspinwall Jan 12, sch Alice Archer,
Fletcher, Progresso.
FROM

st
19th
91

Bate, of Fiiwuigr:
.$50 and $80. Return. SCO and $150
Return. $60
Tntermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
$13
Steerage
For

WOLFE’S

The Hatter,

bbls guano from the
schr Geo Nevinger, ashore on Wood End. and
the
greater part of the remainder,
expect to save
if the weather holds good.
from Ponce, PR, (before reM
Davis,
Sch Ethel
ported) stranded when entering Tonala. Trouble
is expected in getting her afloat.
Sell Aliaretta Campbell, Campbell, from Perth
Amboy for Boston, dragged ashore at Edgartown
the storm, but came off on the rise of
9th

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.»
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A puolic trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

during

the tide.
Sell Damon, ot Calais, put into hjhuub **»
with loss of part of deckload, and anchor and
chain, during the gale 9th.
Sch Morris W Child, Torrey, from Philadelphia
for Sagua, which grounded near Chester 11th,
was towed off without damage.
Sch Mary Brewer, Kenney, from New York for
Lynn, put into Boston 12th, with decks swept and
_

loss of everything movable.
Deal, Jan 11—Ship L B Gilchrist. Wood, from
New York for Amsterdam, had to slip anchor and
chain here to avoid collision.
|jjf See general news columns for other reports.

UDOLPHD WOLFE'S SON & GO.,
STREET,

18 BEAVER

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 2d, ship Rosie Wei

Welt, Port Townsend.
Jan 13—Chartered, ships Arabia and Reuce,
wheat to Cork, United Kingdom, Havre or Ant-

NEW

GALVESTON—Sld 7th, brig Stacy Clark, Haskell, Pascagoula.
Ar 12th, sch Seth M Todd, Norwood, Calais.
PASCAGOULA-Ar 8th, sells Goo Moulton, Jr,
Landerkin, Charleston; J A Hatry, Green, Aspin-

9th, sch E II Weaver, Weaver,

New York.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, sells Eliza Ann,
Jameson, Rockland for New York; Perseverance,
Willard, Portland for do.
Ar Ilth, sell Edw Lameyer, Beal, South Amboy
for Portland.
At anchor oft Cape Pogue, brig Woodbury, from
St Domingo for Boston.
HYANNIS—Ar 12th, sell Catawamtesk, Hunt.
Rockland for New York.
BOSTON—Ar 12tli, sehs E H Cornell, Crocker,
Apalachicola; Mary Brewer, Kenney, New York

Lynn.
Sld 12th, sell Sarah & Ellen.
Ar 13tb, ecus Harry Prescott. Turner, Bruns
wick; Josiali R. Smith. Case, Baltimore.
Cld 13th, barque Rachel Emery, Wyman, Carfor

dcnES
MACH IAS—Ar 8th, sch Jerusha Baker, Chase,
P
SO WEST HARBOR— Cld 12th. sch Franklin
Pierce. Holmes, Eastport, for herring.
FRIENDSHIP—Sld 12th, brig Clyde, Stevens,
for Guadaloupe.
Ports.
At Melbourne Dec 1, ships Belle of Bath, NickNov
ar
from
New
10; Ivy, Lowell, fm
York,
els,
New York; Leading Wind, Bray, for New York;
from Boston.
F
Pritchard,
Hunt,
barque Ben]
At Buenos Ayres Dec 1, barques Fred E Ricliand
New
Fe
York; Isaac
Sante
ards, Tnorndike,
Hall, Stone; Arthur C Wade. Sherman; Woodand L E
Dow.
Ned
White,
Race,
unc; brigs
side,
Munson, Smith, do; sch Henry P Mason, Percy,
others.
and
unc;
At Singapore Dec 7, ship Willie Reed, Yates,
for New York.
Ar at Lisbon 6th iust, barque Laviuia, Mitchell,
St Johns, NF.
Passed Deal Jan 11, ship L B GilcliriBt, Wood,
New York for Amsterdam.
Ar at Dublin 11th Inst, barque Syra, Pettengill,
St John, NB.
Ar at Progresso Dee 27, steamer Jennie, Freethy, New York.
Ar at Mayagnez previous to Dec 24. sch Hattie
Turner, Keen.Wilmington, NC; Gertrude LTrundy, Davis, New York.
Ar at Curracoa Dec 2Gth, sch Isaac Orbeton,
Trim, Bonaire.
Ar at Cienfuegos Dec 31, barque J H Pearson,
Sparks, St Thomas.
Sld fm Matanzas 7th inst, sell Walker Armington, Drinkwater, for New York.
At Matanzas Jan G, barques Naversink, Hall,
wtg; Wandering Jew, Wakely, and J H HcLaren,
Brooks, disg; brig Don Jacinto. Harriman. for
North of Hatteras; brig Teneriffe, Tracy, and Er-

Foreign

TT

a

SNEEZE until your head
off; until
your nose and eyes discharge excessive quantities
of thin, irritatiug, watery
fluid; until vour head aches,
mouth and throat parched,
and blood at fever heat.
This is an Acute Catarrh,
and is instantly relieved by
;
a single dose, and
permanently cured by one bottle
for
Catarrh.
Cure
Radical
of Sanford's
seems ready to fly

Complete Treatment with Inhaler, $1.00.

One bottle Radical Bure, one box Catarrhal Sol
vent, and one improved Inhaler, In one package,
Ask
may now be had of all druggists for $1.00.
for Sanford’s Radical Cure.
Med.
of.”
“The onlv absolute specific we know
Times. "The best we have found in a llfe-thne of
suffering.”—Rev. Dr. Wiggin, Boston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrn, the Radical Cure
has conquered.”—Rev. .S'. }V. Munroe, Lewisburg,
Pa. “I have not found a ease that It did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
Potter BrnE and Chemical Co., Boston.
a

of
Rheumatism, who finds the ordinary

plasters and liniments powerless to renml tieve him. To such the Cuticura AntiPain Plaster is an elegant and never/ %V\ failing source of relief, banishing
/
vhenmatlc, neuralgic, sciatic, sudden,
New,
sharp and nervous pains as by magic.
original, speedv. safe. At druggists. 26c.; five for

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
.Consolidated Electric Light Company offers one hundred dollars r»ward to anyone
who shall «e«ur« the detection and arrest of any
person or person* guilty of malls4oi»ly hits*,
ferktg hi any Tfliy with Ike Hghts .pels# or WiresOf
deelMtt
said compact

THE

FARE $1.00

bUUtm nu

to cure a score
of colds and the coughing
that often leads the way to

Consumption. It will^ positively case a Cough in 25
minutes.

9

P II H U I II P

More than enough to save
dozen children Choking with
Croup. One minute after the
first dose the hardest attack
of Croup will be relieved.

bnUIVinU

a

leave FRANKLIN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.ra., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at B o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers bv this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jb., Manager.
ocltf

U/UCC7IIIP

Plenty to relievo the oppres
s™ and wheezing of the most
1 ne
severe case of Asthma.
direct cures of Asthma by
this medicine are proofs that

nntLLinU

Dr, Thomas’ Edectric Oil has
no equal as an Asthma cure.

via Halifax.

THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
10
17
31

NEWJEAR

TO ALL!

York,

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD

$106,000,000.00,

affordinj
Paying the Largest Dividends and
tilt most Perfect Security and the Least Ex
pense. During the past forty years experienc*

and during the past year multitudes have beei
made happy and none unhappy by tlie forecas
of the husband, wife, father or son for the family
1
or by an Endow ment Payable to Thcinselvci
During Lifetime, at a given age..
EVERY YOUNG MAN wanting the mean
of credit cannot do better than to put himself ii
possession of a document as good as a. Govern
ment Bond. He will then have cause to be happ:
and will never regret it, as no one haying done s<
has had occasion to regret or complain of the re
suits of so wise a forecast, in such a company. Fo
t<
more full information and for documents apply

W. I). LITTLE,

S*Tlie
one

make of clothing, established from
regular prices
profit, leaves no room for
of

NEW

our

a

if they overlook this

__

PRICE.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND,

_

STYLE

PIANO

FORTIES i

w.2 C. WARE,

--Manager.

To the Holders of Bonds and Coupon: [
STORAGE.
Secured by Mortgage
Warehouse.
Public
FROM TIIK
—

received for storage it storer
rear No. 152 Middle St.,
Special facilities for the care
Portland,
and handling of canned goods.
Section 4, Chapter 31 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine, provides as follows:
“The title to merchandise stored m a public
warehouse, or on the wharves and premises of the
warehouse-man, and in his possession, passes to a
purchaser or pledgee in good faith, by the indorsement to such purchaser or pledgee, but not
in blank, of the warehouseman’s receipt therefor,
signed by the person to whom the receipt was originally given, or by an indorsee of the receipt, and
recorded in the books of the warehouse-man with
whom such merchandise Is stored.”
F. C. BRIDGHAM.
jan8dlw*
—».

►
Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Halle
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & So ,
an
of
several
styles
Parlor Grand; also organs
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and r<
pairing done at short notice. WM. P. HAXJTINGf ?
o«t20dtf
Vl+Mj'Kxchange St.. Portland.

First-class storage for Flour, Fish
Cotton and other merchandise in th •
Warehouse re
Portland Sugar House.
eeipts given. Otis Brothers elevator
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. 8. DOUGLASS, Agent,
liltdtl

No.

*98 Co—,m.r.I«I Street.

_

THE" HURON

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE BEST.

Ask Your Grocer for it. Take No Other.
d8m
dec8

...

beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.

Trains aru due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from Bangor and all Intermediate stations and connectaftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.; the
noon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath,
5.46
the
at
Lewiston
night
Rockland and
p. m.;
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. in.
Limited Tickets, first and second class, for
nil points in the Trorinces on sale at reduced rates.
Experiment not

successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, November 30,1885._no30dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October 11, 1883.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. in.
Boston for Fortlnnd *.30a. m„ 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Scnrboro and Pine Point 6.15, 8.40 a. m.,
8.30, 5.45 p. in. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and KAeuucbunk 6.15, 8.40 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30, 6.46 p. m. Wells Bench 6.16, 8.40 a.m.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lnwrence
Lowell, 6.16. 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.
Alton
Bay
Rochester, Farmington and
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 n. m., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects wiln
Kail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
,.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. awl
1.00 p.
F ID.

SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and 19.00 a. m., 11.00 and
J0.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 ami 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newburyport
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Amesbory 9.00a. m. and 6.00 p.m. For (Salem
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p m. PULLMAN CABS on above trains.
tThe 9.00 a. m. and l.oo p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
;The 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train

for New York.
Through Tickets to all poluts South and West
lor sale at Fortlnnd Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
._

Street.

D j fenders, gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.

jan5

Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.
A. M.
-9.00

P. M.

Brldgton Junction.10.33
Brldgton. arrive.117.85
fg
Leave Brldgton.

4.4t>

Leave Portland (P. & O. B. R.)

Portland,

—

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., of No*. 1, A. D. 1871
named above has been fore
the suit o f
vs. the P. ( ;
Company
O. It. K. Co., et als., in tile United States Circui t
Court for the District of New Hampshire. Const
quently under legislation in Maine and conciu
rent legislation in New Hampshire, the holders c i
the Bonds and Coupons secured thereby are d<
clared a corporation, and may complete an orgar I
ization as such at their option.
You are therefore requested to communlcat
immediately to the undersigned the amounts an
serial numbers ot Bonds held by each of you, an
the numbers of Coupons attached thereto, in 01
dcr that you may be advised of proceedings wide
inav be taken to organize such corporation.
All such communications should be addresse;
to our attorney, William L. Putnam, Portlanc
Maine.
)
NATHAN WEBB.
! Trustees.
HOEATIO N. JOSE.
WESTON F.MILLIKEN.)
!
Portland, Maine, Jan. 11. A. D. 1886. Janl2dl
mortgage
closed by decrees and orders in
THE
et al.
the Mercantile Trust

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberof
land, State Maine. January 0, A. D. 1880.
In case of PETER F. JENNINGS, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the sixth
A.
D. 1886, a Warrant in Inday of January,
solvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Jung®™
the Court of Insolvency for said County of cumberland, against the estate of said
PETEK F. JENNINGS, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, “P.fljo,, the
said Debtor, which petition
which
to
sixth day of January. A. D. 1886,
date interest on claims is
said
r
>
W
That the payment of any debts
r
dUtv cry oi a , n
Debtor, and the transfer and
ertv by him
of said Debtor,
That a
choose one or more asin
to prove then debts aad
bu held at a court 0f Insignees of his
^ probate Court Room in
on the eighteenth day of January,
saMPmtland, ten o'clock in the forenoon.
3.alVr lon; at
writmy hand Ihe date

s

|

PERICY,

f-J9
3.20

Su*'6

Portland andWorcester Line.
Portland & Rochester It. R.
TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Oct. lit,
Passenger Trains will leave
'CSIPorlland at 7.30 a. m., nnd
—-“-(.o.i p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.15
m. and 6.4o
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.

tor

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nnshnn, Lowell, Windhnm nnd Epping
n. m. and 1.03 p. m.
7.30
at
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Bochmirr, Springrale, Alfred, Waterboro and SJaco River. 7.30 a. sn.» 1.05
n. an. find llllixftlh At 6.30 D. III.
KctUmilie.
leave Rochester at (mixed) (>.45 a. m., 11.20 a.
m. and 3.40 p. m.. arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. n>. and 6.45 p. m.
For (iorhnm, Mnccarappn, Cumberland
tlilix. Westbrook and Woodford’* at 7.30
a. m., 1.06, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayer
junto with Hoosac T'nnnel Route for tin)
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
Nett York via Norwich Line and all rail,

via Springfield, also with N.Y'.&N.E.R.R
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month, and
witl) Boston A- Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook June*
lion with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and Somh
may he had of S. H. Hellcn, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
‘Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct!2dtfJ. W. PETERS. Supt.
_

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

Oct 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00
Unneu*Fnbrnus, Bethlehem. Uittlrtol*,
Ml.
ter, Woodsville, Montpelier,

Ogdr'n*bu rV:°am 1
for Bartlett
at.,
3.00%.
stations.
___

connecting

and intermediate
y

ABBI4AUM.

wav stations.
10.40 a m., Dora Bnrtlettand
and
5.55 p. m., from *»«“., Burlington
line.
on through
all points
1
J. HAMILTON, Snvt.
oc3dtf
October 3,1886.

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

METAPHYSICIAN !
—

WILL BE AT

—

58 BROWN STREET,

w®jL(f

PORTLAND,

t0’K',1,c„0I,,ilUby

EVERY 0TI1ER WEEK FROM JAK’Y 4th.

1'r.enf°f{,,ide“re5itors

,n|ptlM?g
estate^

GWeuumler

—

arrive.wi F.

T1IIS

qn

jam

MERCHANDISE
Block warehouse,
Maine.

Cabin

lVorli ou Ilnuhiioii,
©rent medical
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A book for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 126 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience lor 23 years is such as probably
300
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
pages, bound in beautiful French Muslin, embe
a
finer
to
bossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed
work in everv sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
country for #2.60, or the money will be refunded
in every instance. Price only #1.00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample o cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
IV. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that liave baffled IIW A T the
skill of all other physicians a speclIlU-rAJJalty
Such treated successfully wlth-rp II AT CTE* T Id
All;
out any instance of failure. A II A
Mention this paper._jan31eod&wly

maker’s basis oi

and
The flurry given to our BARGAIN COUNTER, where SUITS, OVERCOATS
PANTS are marked down nearly half, still holds on.
The weather is as good as we can ask, and Bargains is the word.
(
Until further notice our store will be closed every evening at 6 o clock, except

STRICTLY

7
21

KNOW THYSELF.

Extra Good Values in Overcoats and Ulsters
OIE

Jan.

Polynesian.

Sardinian._“

A

opportunity.

Saturdays.

All trains excepting niglit Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundavs included, but not through to Skowtiegaiion
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

___

of

Startling Reductions!

RESIOENT AGENT, 31 EXCHANGE ST., PORTEANl
UdVU3
jan2

qualities

m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

ARRANGEMENT-OF

24

SabmaTIAN.
Parisian.

ONLY $1 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

of care taking, and
This is done rather than carry it into next season, pay costs

OLD MUTUAL LITE INS. CO,
Assets

onr finer

Sardinian.

A STANDARD MEDICAE WORK
FOR YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

Overcoats and Suits!

One of the elements of happiness may be found ii
being in possession of a good policy with tne

of New

on

&m.;

THURSDAY,
Dec. 10

nov28_

NEW AND LOWER PRICES FDR READY-MADE CLOTHING I
The reduction falling chiefly

I

|

Passenger accommodations unequalled.

The truth wears

doing.

follows:

octo__dtt

1886.

RBO to *80; intermediate, *30; steerage, *13.
For passage apply to II. & A. ALLAN, General
P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAH,
H.
4t
to
or
freight
422 Congress St., or for passage
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
atl

*iC>Ve

v_-

A HAPPY

High Prices!

a good season
made up an unusually large and comprehensive stock and after
we have cut
in the early part of the winter, which brings the bHlk of the business,
adrift from ordinary profits and make

In the ebove cists Dr. Thomu' Edectric Oil can
be relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of
the year it will not be useful.

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool and Portland Service._
Portland
From Liverpooll «TEAMER
i Urom
via Halifax.

are

as

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

ALLAN^LINE.

cuuu

We reiterate the camlid statement abont what we

Portland

Fur Bangor, Ellsworth, Ml. Desert Ferry,
Vanceboro, HI. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces, HI. Stephen nnd Aroostook
County, 1.20 p m., via Lewiston, 1.26 and
fll.15 p. m., via Augusta; and (or Bnr Harbor. and Bangor A Pixcatuquix R. B.,
til.15 p. m., for Hkowbegan, Belfast and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, til. 15 p. m.; Watrrville,
7.10 a. in., 1.20, 1.25, tU.15 p. in.; and on Saturdays only at 6.16 p. m.; for Augusta, Hullowell, Gardiner and Brunswick, 7.J0 a.
m., 1.25, 5.16, tll-16 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
1.26, 5.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays only at 11.15
Rocklaud and Knox nnd Lincoln
R., 7. 10 a. m.y 1.26 p. m. ; Auburn nnd
UewiMton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; LewLalon via Brun*wick, 7.10 a. m., tll.16 p.
m.
Farmington, Nloumouth, Winthrop,
aud North An*on, 1.20 p. m.;
Oakland
._X
Rv.inuu-irL
7 10 U. 111.

will

237 Middle Street.

We Never Have

Ou and after TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passe lifter Trains Leave

CITY
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,
BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
alternately

applied.

VWWM

ton.

_

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

H—

K.ST.W1L1HHED

EastIOfchSt.,N.Y city.
eodnrmly

STUMERS.

Sufficient to stop in five
minutes the smarting, stinging pain of xoo burns or scalds.
It will stop the pain as soon as

BATCHELOR'S SELECFsATs-D HAIR DYE

jwiMMt
'ess
LOR S Wig Factory,SO

BOSTON

1885.

dollar, mailed free. Potter Drug & Chemijan4M&Th&w2w
Co., Boston.
1831.
Beet in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Inhtantaneoua! Ko disappointment, no ridjpr.luus tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
pa per. Sold by all drug-

The swift sea-going steamer LONGFELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
Tuesday and Friday Evening, at 11
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. iu. train from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. 8. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connectMilling with morning train from Bangor,
bridge and Jonesport, arriving at Maebiasnort
leave Main
the
RETURNING,
evening.
early
chiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferry with trains lor Boston. Ac., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usua
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information applv to agents at the various Landings.
E. CUSHING. Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
jan8dtl

MERRY, THE HATTER,
janG

nniinUI&IP Abundance

DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.

every

?>ortion.

pottle.

a. m.

Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 188G.

Wolf Robes $3.50, former price $5.00.
Wolf Robes, plushed lined, $5.00, former
price $7.00.
All of our other grades in the same oro’
We nave some 300 of them
o pick from.
These goods sold at wholesale at an ex*
tremely low figure.

W^at tl2ei®e

at 10

one-half the rate of
’sailing vessel.
the
Feun. R. R., and
Freights for the West by
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kouud Trip SIS.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
ro Long Wharf, Boston.
31dtf
Insurance

WOLF lOBES.

o

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Fine Street Wharf,
m.

Philadelphia,

GREAT
MARK DOWN

___

Spoken.

SNEEZE!

p.

PORTLAND, WIT

r1i«(r

Iloilo for New York.

Prepared by

free

,,

Oct 31. lat 9 S, Ion 34 W, ship R D Rice, from
New York for San Francisco.
Dec 6, oil Anjier, ship Southern Cross, from

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

___

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. U. S. HoHotel. Those wishing to learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.’s Guide for Physicians.
dtf

in

STEAMSHIP LINE.

DIRECT

m.

questions.

General Aeent

Hi#

Boston! Philadelphia

PORTLAND, MAINE.

JVDSON,

H.

Dr.
phrenological
excels
laureate, his revised chart, just published,
in presenting that science in a new light; illushuman
of
events,
the
index
trating the brain as
mentally and physically, with equal celerity, mentally directs natures abilities for success in trade,
business or profession. Physically it vinfies the
functions of every ache, pain, disease of every orwhat extent of
gan of the body; also accidents to
health
severity, to a degree, if curable or not, in econothe power of development teach physical
should
same.
the
Every person
my to preserve
to
be examined and educated in this science,
which we owe so much knowledge of humanity.
The charts are elegantly gotten up, represent
;
ing 574 organs diseases, accidents and conditions
characteristically classified, and contains 54
medical
and
prescripinstructive
reading
page3 of
tions of two schools of practice, comments of the
and papress, testimonials from eminent people
tients cured by this scientific diagnosis that ask no

dee!5

annioi

HOTEL.

Examimation
and
to S p. m.
Wilson Is the acknowledged

F A Pike, Calais
New York.
NEW BEDFORD —Ar 8tli, sch Ann, Powers,

on

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

ConNultation
from 9a.

seen

«"«i

Price 35 cents.

ions, syphilis, scrofula, seminal debility, diabetis,
prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
spitting blood, fluxes, lost memory, palsy, pleurisy,
baa
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, kidbreath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, made
diseases
and
diaphragm,
spleen,
neys,
chronic Dy malpractice.

for

ui iuwu w

itnsTON1' West°FalmoCuth%eml

nervous

__

many

Jortfand Me*1'

He excels in curing consumption, female afflict-

^NEWPORT—In port 12tb, sch

maylS

space

pcrmn

10.45

and 1.25 p.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

the circulars. Every family should have It on hand.
Mil. H. JUPSON. Dear Sir:
with the most gratig Ui4e(i Mrs. Allen's Croup remedy In my family,
all it claims to do.
fying results; it works like a charm and does
Mrs. E. D. PETTENDILL, Portland, Me.
cine and shoild be kept in every family. Yours Truly,
and heartily
I cheerfully give my testimony to the value of Mrs Allen’s Croup Remedy,
recn(f
I have tested it thoroughly having used it
it aaa rpmpdv that is sure and will give instant relief.
case I think
eleven years, and it has never disappointed me. In one
Mrs. J. W. HUSIOIS, west raimouin, -vie.
since then I have not dared to lie without it.

cures.

NEW YORK—Ar 12th, sch C H Valentine, Curtis, Newport News; George M Adams, Blandish,
Baltimore for Stapleton.
Cld 12th. ship Farragut, Hardwick, Shangliae;
barque Justina H Ingersoll. Peterson. Havana;
Oasis, Call. Hong Kong; brig Starlight. Li by,
Port Spain; sch Col Milliken, Duuton, St Pierre.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 11th, sch Lavinia Campbell, Vail, from Boston for Philadelphia; Fred W
Chase, Nason, Baltimore.
DUTCH 1SL’D HARBOR—Sld 12th, sells Olive
Frye, from New York for Boston: Agnes, Lawry,
Margie, Hawes,
Port Johnson for Kdgartown:
Elizabethport for New Bedford.
Also sld, sells Helen H Benedict, Marson, Boston for Baltimore; Lavinia Campbell, Franklin,

!

England,

will noi

via Cirand Trnnk Railway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
a. m., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. in.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and BosConnection*

_

For NEW YORK.

New

Riimfortl Falls and Buekfield Railroad.

—

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

ae5f“”

Dr. Wilson’s unprecedented success in curing
legions of difficult, complicated diseases and consumption, after given up
to die by other physicians
many in this city, are liv
I ing witnesses. No cure
no pay, only for medicine*
He imports and comown curatives
pounds his and
for speedy
permanent

\ew }{j{vcn
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 11th, sch W B Herrick
Lewis, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar tltli, sch CH Sprague, Nickerson. New York.
Cld 12th. sell Clytie. Laughton, Pensacola; Ada
A Kennedy. Kennedy, Galveston.
Cld lltli, sch Augustus
PHILADELPHIA
Hunt, Baker, Boston.
Returning 12th, barque Ormus, Randall, hence

cal

AND ALL PARTS OF

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
XVM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
ocl2dtfJ, STEPHENSON. Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

—

nov20dtf

Introduced "it'toThe
congmeana

YORK.

STATES

UNITED

NEW ORLEANS— Cld 12th, barque Cyclone,
Merriman. New York.
KEY WEST—Bid 12th, barque Isaac Dodge,
Gaul, Mobile.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar 7th, sch S C Evans, Benson,
Apalachicola and New York. Win
Jones, Collins,
BRUNSWICK—Ar 7th, sch

one

fob

—

_„

\yharf,

°!2; introduceu it to ine
Is an old established proscription, and has been used to
has recently
derful success. The proprietor being convinced of its great merits,result oits use is
remedies.The
other
over
croup
has
It
advantages
many
public.
safe for
stanlaneous relief. Although a powerful medicine, it is perfectly
eryfanilly
not least. It is inlallime. in every
lanmjf
is cheap, every bottle contaV over 400 doses, and last but

jan!2

"

—t

—

TO

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Lonis, Omaha, SagiLake City,
naw, Ht. Paul, Halt

octOdtf_L.

ABBANCSEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will 'eave Railroad
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
to
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. syFreight received up to 4.00 P. M.
F'or Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.

AL LEN’S

in

TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATES

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Kumford Falls;
also for BrettoiTs Mills.
L. LINCOLN, Supt.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

^—I

INSTANTANEOUS CROUP REMEDY,

marlO

werp, at 27s 6d.

YOl’B BHECIHATIZ! is
HOW’S
that appeals to every tortured victim

to

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.

International

_____

MRS.

SCHNAPPS.

^Wreckers have saved 1200

question

passage, apply

or

dec8dtf

197 Middle St.

jail 2

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Wilmington, which was abandoned Jan 4th,
She registered
a cargo of 660 tons guano.
tons, was built at Wiscasset in 1884 and was
of Au*
Manchester
J
Haynes
largely owned by
610

SNEEZE!

freight

—

had

Vfirtcn

i 30th

EdNew Bruu.wirk, Nora Seotia, Prinee
Warda Island) and Cape Breton.

for

mutiiiA

8th Decomber
December

Dominion
Texas

November, 1
December, 1

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

--

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.

p^~

|

in.

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Portland.
17th December.
31st December,
14th January.

REAMERS.

1.30 p.

ARRIVALS*
From I.ewiMton and Auburn, 8.25 tt. IN.
12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. in.
From Rorham, 0.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m..
mixed.
From Chicago and .Montreal, 12.05 p. WFrom Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train a*
Parlor cars on day train between Portland aH
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

Denver, Hnn Francisco,
and all points In the

:

Cabin

__

for Havana.

1

A vnn mouth

Coon

Quebec,

—

From

stp
Mvas
ni LAMLKb.

|

Liverpool

Horse Blankets from 7O cents up.

Memoranda.
for
Barque Ormus, Randall, from Philadelphia
Havana, put back 12th for repairs, having bean
cut by floating ice.
Sch Muriel S Haynes, Ganiagc, from Navassa

^NORFOLK—Cld

I

A NEW LOT OF TRAVELING BAGS VERY LOW

Araat°RoUerdam

m.

For

Canada,

26th November,! ‘Sarnia
Toronto
10th December,
‘Oregon
24th December,
1886.
‘Sarnia
28th January.
7til January,
BRISTOL, SERVICE!
For Avonmoulli Dock (Direct).

We sell a Zinc Trunk for $2.00.
Good Trunk for $1.00.
We are Agents for the Patent W ood Trunks.

a

p.

via.Moville and Halifax.

TRUNKS and BAGS.

Sell Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond—N Blake.
sell W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Bootlibay-D
Choate.

a. ra., 1.15
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.05
and 6.20 p. in.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.Hl. and 4. <OOP; m.,BUMFor Gorham, Montreal anti Chicago,1.80

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

ROBES.
Wolf Robes $4.50.

ARRANGEMENTS-1885-6

MAIL.INC DATES

IS**,

_

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

Gents’ Fur Caps
tiitm all on low prices.
cents. Men’s Winter Caps
Scotch Caps 50 cents. Boys’ Winter C«ps 30
Hats 40 cents.
25 cents. Men’s Soft Hats 50 cents. Boys’ Wool
t*.,..#

for

sail from San Francisco regularly
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
....
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS A CO.,
113 Nmte Street, Cor. Brood St., Bouton.

FUR CAPS.
$1.00._Imported

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kiuds, and cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 13.
Arrived.
Steamship Sardinian, (Br) Smith. Liverpool via

Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—J

,,

Beaver Stoics
of Beaver Muffs, Beaver Shoulder Capes,
consisting
1 1
Coon,
Badger,
Black
Cony,
Black
Hare,
Otter. Cynx,
and everything in the Fur line.

20
21
21

MINIATURE ALMANAC... JANUARY 14.

lu!l sets::::::::--lit

sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20tli of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above
ports.
,,
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San FranSteamers

after MOJTDAV, Oel. 1'J,
train* will run a* follow*.

DEPARTURES.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

LADIES’ FURS,

lb

Wco^-Jan^

High water

carried by
tlie mammoth Muffs that |uM d <o »>c
oi
mothers; also notice the fine display

see

On null

Steamers

HATTER,

a

~

CHANGE OF TIME.

California,
Japan, China,

THE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

4s, reg..1*3 A
New 4s, coup.1*“%
Pacific Os of TIG.126%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:

Chicago

T

Oregon.Portland ■••Liverpool....Jan
Clarlbel .New York. .Haytf.... Jan

New

_

in

Bohemia.New York. .Hamburg..

New4%s,reg.

lameness
Weak Back, with a weary aching
Use
over the hips, is a sign of diseased kidneys.
is Bur
the best kidney curative known, which
dock Blood Bitters.
A

<

Money Market.

FOR

FROM

ALL

of

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

To

tlie window’ of
It will well repay anyone to look into

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

received

NEW YORK, Jan. 13. 1886,-Money on call
continues very easy at 1%@2 per cent. Prime
mercantile paper 1 a5 per cent. Exchange continues very dull but firm at 4 86% and 4 89. Government bonds dull ami steady. Railroad bonds comparatively quiet and prices heavy. Tbe stock
market closed strong at quotations.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 421.406 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s .101%

the foolish
father was very- much annoyed by
of his little son, and
to me.
of
annoyance
source
you are a great
questions. I wasn’t a
A

are

York Manufacturing Co.910
Eastern Railroad 6s.122
Maine Central Railroad.121

old-fashioned
If you arc tired taking the large
Little Liver Pills and
Carter's
try
pills,
griping
A man can’t stand everytake some comfort.
thing. One pill a dose.

questions

£93

Boston & Lowell Railroad.130
Boston & Albany Railroad.179
Boston & Maine R. 7s. 1894.124
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth H.121%

consider

it. Any
Madame—One baby.
mine. I
Cook—That sittles it. No baby in
won’t suit at all.
sorry for yer, ma’am, but yer

104

108
110

36%
New York and New England Railroad.
Belle Telephone.17?
7o
Eastern Railroad.

....

we’ll call it thirty and I’ll
Co2c—Well,
children?

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

GRANDMOTHER

steljyE«P7s^M?^ta|18wbiItat^T^|:

California average 6s 7d@6s 9d ; club at bs 10s®
old and 4s
7s; corn, mixed Western, 49 7 Vs d lor
Provisions,Sc. Pork,
2 Vsd for new; peas 6s 6d.
bd
bacon
Eastern
;
new mess at 60s for prime
at
for short clear and 28s for long clear; cheese
Western82S3Q,
60s for American; lard, prime
tallow at 26s ad for American.

108

_

___

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

s'pecul ailon'

sides

107
111
112
1-2
129

daily;
Atcb., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 94%
Mexican Central 7s... *9%
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad pref.

family?

*

106

Boston Stock Market.

Madame rises and timidly offers her seat. Cook
takes It, and madame remains standing.
see if
Cook—Good morning, ma’am. I called to in
the
I’d take the place. How many are yez

MISCELLANEOUS.

is
"LIVERPOOL, Jan. IS, 1880,-Cotton market
5
*000
ami
export
1
bales

123

Bangor City 6b, longMun.120
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 103
And. A Ken. B. R. 6s, various ...106
Portland & Ken. K. R. (is, 1896.. 110
Leeds & Farming’tn; R. R. Os.110
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .120
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —127
Maine Central R. H. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1 st mtg Gs —103
2d mtg 6s.100
3d mtg 6s.108

PRESS.

RAILROAD*.

STEAMERS.

HIICILUmODI.

tart^boveof

Tienutv Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

In-

eodtf

Jan5_
I NI PORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE BY

MCtmiTV A
r 111
IS •I Ih Hil
lift
1
AND

Tiff Tin
I'll U V
I lUUW
IlifiJll

T

feb!2

t’nred without the tine of the
k“ifeWILLIAM REED (M.
D Harvard, 1842.) and ROBERT

M. REED (M. II., Harvard, 1876.)
Evans House, 175 Tremout
Bmiod, treat FISTULA,
PILES and ALL DISEASES*
OF THE RECTUm without
Keferdetention from business.
Send for pamphletence given.
Office Homs—11 a. bi. to 4 p.n.

(except Sundays).

eodly

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
10. 410 rant ST,
A.lso

PORTLAND ME

General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

11ARR1NON.

MAINE

PRESS.

THE

Hearing Upon the Petition
Clergymen

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 14.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
new

EMULSION

COD

OF

Quinine

with

and

LIVER

OIL

Pepsin.

Prepared by Caswell, Massey & Co., (N. Y.) is
most strengthening.and easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.

jan6_Tu,Tli&S2w

The action of Carter’s Little Liver Pills is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.
sure

to

SUPREME

janl3d&wlw

please.
JUDICIAL

COURT.

BEFOUE JUDGE HASKELL.

Wednesday—Court came In at 10 o’clock.
There being no ease ready lor trial, after the disposition of several interlocutory matters,the Court
adjourned until Thursday morning at 10 o'clock.

before judge bonney.

Wednesday—Kate Lang paid $442.76 fine and
costs for a nuisance indictment.
Audrew Lang was sentenced to pay $700 and
costs on a nuisance indictment or to imprisonment
in jail for six months. Committed.
Cordis L. Longley was sentenced to pay $700
and costs on a nuisance indictment or to 9ix
months in jail. Paid $722.61.
Bose McGregor was arraigned on a nuisance Indictment for keeping a house of ill fame and pleaded not guilty.
Patrick Murphy and James Gorham were arraigned on an indictment for an assault and riot,
pleaded not guilty and gave bail from day to day.
Harry Austin,indicted for the larceny of a horse,
harness and wagon from Charles W. Brown, retracted his plea of not guilty and pleaded guilty.
George Murray, indicted for larceny of clothing,
the property of Hannah E. Wall, retracted his

guilty

and

pleaded guilty.

William Smith, indicted for breaking and entering the house of Ambrose Giddings, with intent to
commit larceny, retracted his plea of not guilty
and pleaded guilty.
Thomas Laity alias Thomas Nally, pleaded not
guilty to an indictment charging him with receiving stolen goods.
Joseph Lebarge pleaded guilty to a nuisance indictment and was sentenced to pay $100
and costs or to six months imprisonment in the
county jail. Fine and costs amounting to $135.45

paid.
George Parker, indicted for an assualt with intent to kill upon police officer Sterling, retracted
The alhis plea of not guilty and pleaded guilty.
legation as to me intent to uni was nui prusseu.
Patrick A. Murray, indicted for an assault and
battery upon police officer Frank, retracted his
plea of not guilty and pleaded guilty.
Janies McGraw indicted for an assault and battery on Elden H. Barrows, retracted Ills plea of
not guilty and pleaded guilty.
The following persons were arraigned on nuisance indictments, pleaded not guilty and gave
bail from day to day:
Ann Inch, Cordis L. Longley, Dennis E. Kilday, John W. Sullivan, Peter A.
Sullivan. Patrick J. Hanrahan, Arthur E. Johnson, William J. Harris.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The Hurlbut Chautauqua Circle will meet
this evening with Miss Evans, 61 Melbourne
street. A full attendance is desired.
The Samaritan Association will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. R. Y. Barbour, No. 11
Wilmot street.
The schooner Nellie F. Sawyer, Captain
Arey, is overdue, bound, with salt, from
Bonaire
for
Portland; also the oyster
schooner Ella F. Long, Capt. Harding.
Mr. Volney B. Cushing of Bangor will address the third of the series of monthly
temperance meetings in the First Free Baptist church next Sunday evening.
The class in Physiology at the High School
listened yesterday to an address by Dr.
Weeks on “Emergencies”—what to do in
cases of hemorrhage, fainting, suffocation or
drowning, bums or scalds and frost bites.
The Toronto of the Dominion line, which
sailed from Portland Dec. 31st, arrived at
Liverpool January 11th. She had 291 cattle
and 761 sheep on board, and lost 28 sheep on
the passage. The Oregon sails from Portland today.
The severe cold preventing many from
attending the annual meeting of the Indian
Association yesterday afternoon, it was
voted to adjourn the meeting to Monday,
Jan. 18th, at 3 p. m., when it will be held in
the Friends’ church.
The Literary Society of the Young Men’s
Christian Association had a supper at the
rooms Tuesday evening.
Among the guests
Rev. Dr.

Bashford and Mr.

E.

F.

Holden of the Portland High School, who
made brief addresses.

Schooner Edward Lameyer Beal, from
South Amboy for Portland, at Vineyard
Haven, reports passed a vessel apparently
somewhat over 100 tons bottom up in Block
Island channel, between Block Island and
Cuttyhunk. Her stem was stove; had apparently been ashore.
Sunday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock the whole
town of Castine turned out to the first
arrival of the steamer Longfellow. She had
made the run in nine hours from Portland
after making two attempts, and having to
come

back

on

account of

rough

weather.

She had a good freight and a passenger
list of 52.
The 20 ton schooner Horizon, lying at the
Grand Trunk wharves, sunk at her moorings
vesterdav. The boat is owned at Chebeaeue
It was said yesand will be raised at once.
terday that ice moved by the Sardinian in
entering the dock stove a hole in the
schooner’s side, bat the ice around the boat
showed no signs of having been disturbed.
Arrival of the Sardinian.
of the Allan line
reached her wharf at this port at noon yesterday. She brought six cabin, six intermediate and twenty-nine steerage passengers,

Steamship Sardinian

besides

cargo of 2038 tons.
Captain Smith
said yesterday afternoon that the Sardinian’s passage was not a particularly rough
one for this season of the year.
The heavy
storm which prevailed here last Saturday
was encountered by the Sardinian Sunday,
when the ship was off Cape Race, the wind
blowing in squalls with great violence from
a

the southwest and the storm

being

accom-

driving rain.

The fact that the
northeast and the
storm accompanied by snow while off Cape
Race it blew from the southwest and rained
is a phenomenon of interest.
The Sardinian arrived off this port Tuesday afternoon but owing to the thick vapor
occasioned by the intense cold of the atmosphere, it was not prudent to run into the harbor, and the ship was consequently brought
to anchor off Fort Preble at half past eight
in the evening. The tide was out yesterday
morning and it was one o’clock before the
steamer was made fast. She is considerably

panied by

a

wind here was from the

iced up.

__

Knights of Labor.

The officers of Dirigo Assembly No. 2050,
Knights of Labor, were installed Tuesday
evening. The reports of the several officers
showed an unprecedented gain during the
past term, both financially and numerically,
the membership having more than doubled
since the last quarterly report was made.
The reports speak well for the efficiency of
the officers. The members appreciating this
made but few changes at the semi-annual
election.

ALLECED
A

Smith,

Charles D.

Caught

Prisoner

Messrs.

Hale, Esq.
The following business was

transacted:
It was ordered that the city treasurer pay
the Widows’ Wood Society &240, interest of

fund.

drains and sewers sub-

mitted their report of sewer assessments for
the year 1885, and it was ordered that a hearing he given as usual.

The Overseers of the Poor recommended
that an insane person be sent to an asylum
and it was voted that the papers be signed.
After the transaction of this business,
Mayor Deering unrolled the petition praying
for the revocation of the licenses of the

skating rinks. WTith the petition were letprominent physicians. Any gentlemen who might be present were invited to
say whatever they might have to say in furtherance of the object sought by the petition.

purpose of explaining matters in connection
with the amount of bills rendered for the
service of warrants, etc., at the close of the
year 1885. The Marshal did not appear, but
it is understood that a voluminous communication from him has been filed, the nature of
which will undoubtedly appear hereafter.
Irish National League.
There will be a meeting of the Portland
Branch of the Irish National League at the
hall of the I. A. R. A. on Plum street this
evening. Local speakers will address the
meeting. All interested and the public generally are invited to be present.

MrDnnnld at. ‘Rnwdmnhflm and hand him to

him at the train.

Despaux went to McDonald’s house, and at first the latter agreed to
go with the officer. His house stands on the
verge of Sagadahoc county, a piece of woods
in the rear.
When Despaux
expected him to get into the sleigh McDonald started off, telling the sheriff that he had

being located

right to arrest him as his commission extended only to Cumberland county, and took
no

to the woods. When Marshal Bisbee arrived,
the two officers found that McDonald had
a
relative living near Richmond. There
two
were
roads; one Despaux followed

through this

wood and tracked McDonald
in the deep snow to the high road. That
made it certain he must have gone to his

Bisbee and’Despaux came to the
house, with which a large barn is connected.
At first the family denied that the man was
there, but the Marshal became satisfied he
had not got away, for the fields of snow all
round the house and barn were untrodden.
The house was thoroughly searched, and
then the barn, without success.
Finally, in
me corner were seen some beans that had
lot been threshed. Despaux prodded at the
leap of beans with the pitchfork, when all
it once there was a yell. Despaux jumped
ind seized his man, and, in a few moments,
with Bisbee’s help, McDonald was secured,
it is reported that McDonald has a large
Maim business, some 200 cases being in his
hands.
relative’s.

messenger’s room and in the corridors,
where they discussed the rinks and told what
they knew of them. Some knew a good
deal.

It was about quarter past eight o’clock
when the doors were shut, leaving the clergymen and the rink owners confronting each
other before the city officers.
The following petition bearing four hundred signatures was presented against the
Rink.

___

To the Honorable Mayor and
of the City of Portland:

PERSONAL.

Hoard, of Aldermen

The undersigned residents of Ward

One and

Capt. A. H. Anderson of the schooner T.
Witherspoon, lost on Nantucket, was the
ion of Jacob Anderson, Esq., of Trenton,
Me. His wife was recently a resident of

vicinity believing that the Skating Rink at the
corner of Congress and
Munjoy streets is exerting
a bad influence upon the morals of the
youth of

B.

community, pray that you will cause the
license issued to the proprietors of this rink to be
revoked.
our

Fast Boston.
At the Falmouth

Bashford then presented the case
which had been made out against the rinks.
Dr.

He spoke from manuscript, and was
half an hour making his charges.

Hotel last night were
Robert Caie, Yarmouth, N. S.; J. B. Phillips, Taunton; G. C. Phillips, W. H. Sheehy>
New York; H. F. Bennett and wife, Boston;
E. M. Hersey, Bongor; G. S. Lewis, Brunswick ; W. H. Whitcomb and wife, Norway;
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Leafy Chandler was united in marriage Tuesday to George H. Waters of BosBlanchard performing the
ton, Rev. Mr.
:eremony. Miss Chandler is a daughter of
Daniel H. Chandler, the veteran musician of
Chandler’s band, and she herself is a pianist
)f repute. For many years Miss Chandler has
jeen secretary of theJSamaritan Association,

about

He charged that the rinks were pernicious
in their effect, exerting their baleful influence Ibotli upon the
bodies and souls of
the young.
The iniquities and scandals
which had grown up in connection with
these places of resort were notorious.
Dr.
Bashford was prepared to mention there, for
the information of the mayor and aldermen
that there had come under the notice of the
clergymen represented, no less than twenty
three cases where serious, sometimes irreparable harm had befallen the young who had
He knew of
congregated at these resorts.
two families
that had been
broken up
through estrangements which had their origin

gifts were numerous and handsome. The
lappy couple departed for New York in the
rhe

ifternoon, and their future residence will be
n

gallantries at the rink; two elopements had
recently scandalized two neighborhoods and
in

afternoon there was an alarm of
A double house near
;he corner of Oxford and Pearl streets was

Yesterday

ire from box No. 19.

king considerably around the chimney,
he laths having been smouldering for some
;ime before the alarm was sounded by Offi:er Skillings.
Very little damage resulted,
rhe house is occupied by A. Bateman, D.
smo

disorderly places; people had been insulted
there; a lady of established reputation in the
city had been troubled by the outrageous attentions of a frequenter of a rink.
In pre-

arraignment

the

clergymen

Mien, William Newman and Mrs. Lucy
Iryant. Mrs. Bryant is part [owner of the
louse.
The loss is covered by insurance.
The dwelling house built by Mr. J. E.
launders near the crossing of the tracks of

had

suppressed the names; but it was possible to
give them and support them by unimpeachable testimony.
If the mayor and aldermen

convinced, he
gratify them, providing they
wished to be

ready

to
would meet him
was

.he eastern and western divisions of the Bos;on and Maine Railroad, was burned to the

and his associates in a secret session where
oaths should secure the unfortunate victims
from publicity.
Dr. Bashford then requested that Marshal
Andrews state the result of his observations
and his inquiries among the police force.

Marshal Andrews was called and stated
that he had no doubt that the influence of the
rinks was bad. He and his force knew many
instances to support his opinion.
Mr. Hale, counsel for the Congress rink,
then moved that the rinks of the city be put
upon probation for a month or more; that
police officers be detailed to maintain order
and a fair trial he made to see whether
the charges just made had foundation.

Lynn.___

'round yesterday morning. The house was
.’allied at from $1000 to $1500.
Art in the Netherlands.
Our readers must not forget the lecture
ipon “Art in the Netherlands” by Sidney
Dickinson, at City Hall, Friday, January
5th. It promises to be one of the most ineresting of the course, and has been most
lighly spoken of when delivered in other
j daces. The old Dutch painters will be fully
, lealt with
and beautiful illustrations of
( heir work will be shown. Evening tickets,
,s well as those for the rest of the course.
ire for sale at Stockbridge’s.
Under the Floor.

Dr. Bashford complained that of course,
under the eye of a policeman, a rink would
appear orderly and respectable.

Thrasher, Cole and Morse discov( red a hiding place containing two and oneAir. Hale replied that if such were the 1 lalf barrels of beer at John Howley’s corcase, there would be no grievance against, i ler of Park and York streets last night. A
the rinks.
the entire
i ection of flooring extending
Judge Goddard took the gronnd that, in 1 ireadth of the saloon was made as a trap,
fairness, the rinks on the island, which are < lirectly in front of the bar and the liquor
1 :ept in the receptacle beneath.
now closed, should be exempted from the
consideration which the others

Officers

are now un-

The

dergoing.
Alderman Denison moved that these rinks
be so exempted. It was voted.
Mr. Charles E. Marwick, proprietor of the
Bijou rink, then stated that he was ready,
either at that time or at any time in the
future, to answer the charges made by the
reverend gentlemen, and show the falseness
of any assertion that his rink was an immoral place, or a place in which the young
were

enticed into harm.

Alayor Deering said that he had been into
the Bijou rink three times since the beginning of the present agitation against the
rinks. He had seen nothing out of the way
at any of these visits. Everything was decent and in order.
Alderman Gallagher gave it as his opinion
that Congress rink and the rink on Danforth street were each nuisances, and extremely pernicious in their influence upon
the morals of the young people in their

neighborhoods.
The hearing was then postponed to a week
from Friday, after arriving at no definite

Green street, to be deeded to the city by Mr.
Conant. Each lot contains 12,945 square feet
and the transfer is to be made foot for foot,
A communication was received front the

tity Treasurer
bond of the city

Mrs. Maria K.

in
for

regard to a registered
§2500, the property of

Bramhall and tvhich had
been lost by her. City Clerk
Burgess explained that the bond had been lost some
three years ago but as it was
registered it
was not necessary to issue a new
certificate.
Recently a letter has been received from exNash
of
the
Judge
Superior Court of Massachusetts vouching for Mrs. Bramhall, who
is ill, and the issue of a new certificate is
desired.
The Mayor said that he should want
somebody to endorse Judge Nash when the
matter came before him.

Wrong

account of

In our

Word.

the Bartlett Lumber

* lompany, yesterday, the statement appeared
' hat the story went that a grocery firm pro1 ested a note of Gardner Buffum & Co., for
( 1800. The word written was protected; just
1 he opposite meaning.

:

necessary to apply to the citiens of Portland in behalf of the work room
1 f the Associated Charities.
The most effective appeal we could make

again

be a look into our rooms on working
ays and a thorough understanding of what
1 s attempted and accomplished as far as pos-

1 Fould

ible.

receiving

Thirty
weekly. Others equally worthy and
j leedy are sadly refused for want of supThe long continued business deI lies.
1 iression is telling most severely upon our
Forthy poor, cutting off the sources of labor
women

are

now

Fork

j n so many cases. They do not want to beg,
; nd the work we give them is a thousand
t imes more welcome than alms. Donations
f money or material are earnestly solicited,
t
heetings and shirtings, bleached and un-

i leached;
«

complaints

Real Estate Transfers.

What
Are

going

The qualities

House Jackets or
wear

says:
A large audience was assembled in this
playhouse to witness the efforts of Miss
Myra Goodwin and eight associates. Miss
Goodwin is young, pretty and graceful. She
dresses
admirably and dances cleverly.

She has a sweet voice and uses it well. Mr.
George Richards, who was her principal support last evening, showed much comic power
and made more of his part than could have
been hoped for from its possibilities. He
sang, moreover, a ditty entitled “Sweethearts and Wives,” which was exceedingly
well rendered.
NOTES.

Lester & Allen’s big minstrel company
will appear at City Hall the last of the
month. They have John L. Sullivan and
Muldoon with them.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, Jan. 12, by Eev Asa Dalton, D. D.,
and Miss Anna L. Gam-

K. Merriweatlier
mon, Doth of Portland.
In Sherman, Jan. 5, by

Henry

Eev. I. C. Bumpus, Alva
P. Leavitt ol Cambridge, Me., and Miss Susie M.
Jackman ot Sherman.
In Bethel, Jan. 7, Lawrence L. Searle and Miss
Nellie M. Marshall, both of Newry.
In Jay, Dec. 31, A. M. Alien of Phillips and
Miss Costella Thompson of Jay.
In Turner, Dec. 26, Wm. E. Cooper of Paris
and Cora E. Tucker of Buckfleld.
In Auburn, Dec. 31, Wm. E. Butman and Lena
E. Taylor, both of Dixfield.
In Boothbay. George H. Goudy of Deerlng and
Miss Lottie E. Davis of South Bristol.
In Newcastle, Dec. 20, John H. Gray of Southport and Miss Ella Whitehouse of Newcastle.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 6, Lowell P. Haskell and
Miss Ella Marble.
At Bound Pond, Jan. 2. Henry C. Brown and
Miss Annie L. Crockett, both of Bristol.

DEATHS.
In this city, Jan. 12, Mrs. Honora Hudner. aged

82years.

[The funeral service of the late Jas. A. Duffy
will take place this Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock, from his late residence, No. 60 Pleasant
street.

After Diphtheria

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the system is weak and debilitated, and the Wood
poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is
needed is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements of strength for the body, and vitality and
richness for the blood which soon bring back robust health. After scarlet fever or pneumonia it
Is also of great benefit.
“After recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the ends of my
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good thing.”
G. H. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
“Upon our little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
most marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her Wood and restoring her to good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our highest praise.”
E. G Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. SI; six for $5.
Prepared
by C. L HOOD £ (JO., Apoth«*aries, Lowell, Mass,
lOO Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm

aprl

SIGK

HEADAGKEJj

11

«n Positively Cured by
these Little Pills,
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
■■rTI E*
Indigestion and Too
■11
Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizzim B \l Si H
I IlL n
V
ness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
i-gt Dill©
”1 LhVi Mouth, Coated Tongue,
P ai n iD the Side, &c.
They regulate the BowfHBBl
Iftls and prevent Constiand easiest to take,
smallest
The
Piles.
and
pation
ru.1..
valll
rlnon
Aft in A Vlfll
Pnrplv

DTCO O
Ll\0

*"

Portland, Jan. 1,1886.

jan6eod2w

School Boots at Cost
purpose of assisting the hard
working parent* who find a difficulty in
obtaining good arhool Boot* cheap, I will
■ell the best quality of Children’s School
Boots at prime cost for a abort time.
the

_

INI. G. PALMER.
oct28

dtl

dim*

1801-a MIPPTK ST.

jan2

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

d6m

SAMUEL CHASE,

Sign Painter,

and

Carriage

No. 83 Preble Street.

Half a dozen

Particular attention given to Repainting and
Varnishing Carriages.jan8d3w

Boys’ Overcoats

HAWKES
—

Which must be sold.
Prices have been made
Which will do it.
Several

Lot of Men’s Heavy Worsted Seamless Half
Hose, desirable colors and sizes,
to be sold at 85 cents pair.

Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
decl8
_dBm

Garments for

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Balance of 13-cent Mittens and 50-cent Leggings will be closed out Thursday.

Copartnership Notice.
the undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of LOTHROP, DAM & CO., for the purpose of carrying on
the wholesale Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing and
Fancy Goods business, and will occupy stores 121
and 123 Middle St., (Tnompson Block,) Portland.

WE

AVill be sold at
Half

Melvin J. Hawkes.

Geo. E. Hawkeb,

samples,

for

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wllmot SL, PORTLANO, ME.

Small children,

Bought

BROTHERS,

DEALERS IK

SPECIAL FOR THURSDAY.

Fine imported

price.

Glove sale continues to-day.

An

npqhnuf

Fah

1

1

W. W. LOTHROP,
A. C. DAM.

Portland, Jan.

Owen, Moore & Co.
jan 14

5,1880._j«u7dlm

Notice of Dissolution.

dlt

Arm

of H. M. PAYSON & CO. la this day

THEdissolved by mutual consent.

HENRY M. PAYSON,
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. THURSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

ASKFORTHE

W. L. DOUGLAS

Portland, Maine, January 1,1886.

Best material, perfect at, equals any 85 or $6shoe,
every pair warranted. Take none unless stamped
^
“W. 1,. Douglas' $3.00

Co-Partnership

Shoe,warranted.” Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
CLOTHING

January 1,1886.janld3w
Notice of Dissolution.

the DUPLEX OXYGEN GAS BURNER; can make from $75
to $100 per week with a small capital. This Burner produces two flames, these uniting more than
double the illuminating power of fuel gas. This
is an established scientific fhet, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two nipples effects a combustion of 60 per cent, of the
oxygen of the air. and as this does not pass
through the meter, of course there is nothing to
pay for it, hence the great economy of this Burner
over all others, repaying, as it does, its cost a hundred times over. Fully 60 per cent, saved. T.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.

WANTED—Agents

gross, per express,
Bales to Agents.

one

$25. Special

one

C. O. D.,
14-3

L. FRANK JONES.

Cents’
I have

at

LOST—Sunday

front room, up one flight; also a
suitable for two gentlemen,
with board il desired; excellent bath room accommodations. For further particulars enquire at 106
PARK ST.. (Park St. Block.)14-1
room

THE

FRED

or

HALL.

Mechanics
14-2

to rent; only those who can
1'OEET—Rooms
give good reference need apply. Inquire at
113 PEARL ST.
14-1

,
dec!2

FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

OPEN

MILLETT & LITTLE.
Special Piano Notice!
_d3t

PORTLAND.

Opening,

—AT—

THURSTONS,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
STOOLS AND COVERS.
to

DR. E. B

cltf

Order.

REED,

eodtf

An orange, lemon, lime, flg and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, Dananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month In the year), in tne fertile and healthful hlglilands of Florida. New town, New Kngland colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.

OPENING.

New Hamburgs
—

Oil

Monday, Jan. 11th, we shall

open
an elegant line of new HAMBURGS in
different widths and matehed patterns,
together with a choice selection of
NAINSOOK and SWISS EMBROIDERIES
also, in matched patterns. Also, a full
line of COLORED EMBROIDERIES for
Misses’ and Children’s Suits.

dtf

House, Built for $400 to $1200,
be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for invalids.'
Board from $4.60 to $7 per week and upwards.
Now or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $16 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
can

(Scarce in

value.

Florida,

and

are

rapidly advancing

in

N. E. REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

Gen. J. L. Chasiberlain, Brunswick. Me.
S. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St., Dorchester,
Mass.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particulars, apply to

dtf

dec22

SLEIGHS.
I Invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

PLEDGED PROPERIT AT

AUCTION. Light Fane; Trotting Sleighs

OF

BOYD'S

JAMES

FOR JANUARY.

3000 Pairs French Kid Button Common
Sense.
300 Pairs French Kid Foxed Button.
“
“
300
London Tie.
“
Boots.
200
Walking
“
200
Street Boots, Common Sense.
“
200
Dongola Foxed Button.
“
200
Oil Goat Button.

BY

at Reasonable Prices

Sleigh

C. E.

Via
I -5

<<
«
“

<<
«
«
“
“

“
«
“

Gleam.

Cryntal Gem.
G. G.
Via
“
A. B. C.
Via
“
«
M. B.
115
Terms Cash.—Property may be examined before
sale on application to the undersigned.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,
janl2d4t
By H. Butler, Secretary.

All of the above goods are the
best and finest goods on earth,
manufactured by James Boyd
and A. Garside X Son.

strictlyTash

WHITNEY,

01 Preble St., cor. Lincoln St.,
dec4dtfPOBT[,AlSD,.nE.

421 Congress Street,
SIGN OF

GOLD BOOT,

BROWN
THE SHOE DEALER.
janl_
eodtf

Anthem Books, ss cantatas.
Ditson & Co. offer to Choirs, Anthem, Chorus
and Quartet Books unequalled In quality and variety. Send for lists! Of the following Anthem
Books, the first three may be called the easiest,
but none are too difficult for ordinary choirs.
Perkins’ Easy Anthems, $1.00 or $9.00 per doz.
American Anthem Book,
1.26 or 12.00
Dressler’s Sacred Select’ns, 1.50 or 13.50
Emerson’s B’k of Anthems, 1.25 or 12.00
Anthem Harp. Perkins,
1.25 or 12.00
Gem Gleaner. Chadwick,
1.00 or 9.00
Laus Deo. Henshaw,
1.00 or 9.00
Santoral. Palmer & Trow1.00 or 9.00
bridge,
1.00 or 9.00
Vox Laudis. Leslie,
Not a poor book in the list. Choir leaders who
have used one run no risk in ordering any of the

others.__
New Cantatas for Choirs and Societies.
SI.00, $9.00 doz.
ger,
1.00, 9 00
Fall of Jerusalem. Farkhurst,
1.00, 9.00
Holy City. Gaul.
Ballard.
.60, 6.40
91st Psalm.
.32, 2.88
Out of the Depths. Darling,
.65, 6.00
Rebecca. Hodges,
Rutb and Boaz. Andrews,
.65, 6.00
Herbert and Elsa. Thayer,
.75, 6.72
Heroes of '76. Trowbridge,
1.00, 9.00
Specimen copies of any of these books mailed,
post-free, for the retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

dec26_

REMOVAL.
new block,
streets,
all the conveniences for doing firstclass work. We shall continue to do work at our
former low prices, and warrant all operations to
be first-class and satisfactory In every particular.
We make the
corner
we have

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER
—

L. D.
decl7

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

WELLS,

—

P. 0. Box S96.
dim*

BEST GUM TEETH FOK

$10.00,

and warrant a good fit; cheaper quality lor less
money.
Gas for two or more teeth|free of charge.

DRS. E.

B.&FTW. LOCKWOOD,
DENTISTS.

eodtl

Cod&w2w

have moved our office to the
WE
of Congress and Brown
where

delivered in 5 gallon demijohns.

Jan7

sale.

This special sale invites you to
visit

Christoforus. Legend, Rhelnber-

and a good
payment of the sevj
undersigned, for |
Business
for $65.00, That Can't Be Beat!
which the hereinafter described property is held
as collateral security, the undersigned will sell at
I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
public auction to the highest bidder at the office
stock and the best of work.
of the Galt Block Warehouse Company, No. 28
Commercial street, in the City of Portland, on
FRIDAY, the 15th day of January, A. D., 1886,
at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon.
Via Barrels Flour Hlarked W. W.
“
*<
“
A. B. c.
Via
reason of default in the
eral sums of money due the

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
icirto: all eases that are given up as incurable
1
>y tlie allopathic and homajpathic physicians.
vill take their ease to treat and cure them. 1 find
ibout four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
>e cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
vitb their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
me 2-cent stamp and *2.00.
jght and consultation free.
)Hcc Hour»-9 a. ra. to 9. v. m. uovl0d3m

Five Acre* of good Land net to choicest
Fruit and fenced foi $400!
Fiie Acres of land so rich as not to require fertilizers, set to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, $175per year! Business can never be “overdone,” as Florida has no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.

EASTMAN BROS. &
W. D. LITTLE & GO., Agents,
BANCROFT.
31 Exchange St,
jan9

Clairvoyant nnd Botanic Phyhicinn,

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

WORTH

“

following prices:

Tuning

$5000
FINE N. Y. BOOTS

Portland.

-

EVEISTENTOS.

MILLETT&LITTLE.

janl2

FIE l Y. BOOTS

STORE

TLVmUM.

1 bale 11-4 wide, uncommon width,
at 17 cents per yard, regular price 30
cents.
2 bales 10-4 wide at 17 cents, regular
goods worth 25 cents.
3 bales 9-4 wide at 15 cents, worth
23 cents.
3 hales 8-4 wide 14 cents, regular
goods 20 cents.
3 bales 7-4 wide at 12 cents, regular
goods 18 cents.
3 bales 6-4 wide at 10 cents, worth 18
cents.
3 bales 5-4 wide at 8 cents, worth 15
cents.
3 bales 40 inch wide at 6 cents, worth
8 cents.
4 bales 36 inch at 5 1-2 cents, worth
7 cents.
All of the above arc in lengths from
1 1-2 yards to 10 yards. We call special attention to the quality of these
goods as they are noted for their clearness and easiness to bleach.

SWASEY,

R. LAMSON.

A. Garside & Son’s

Profitable and Safe Investments.

We have purchased from the Lockwood Manufacturing Company, 25 bales
of Unbleached Sheetings,
in
short
lengths, at a great reduction from regular goods. We offer them commencing
THIS MORNING at 8 o’clock, at the

E.

$3000

FARRINGTON,

208 Middle Street,

onttimu :

decl3

Portland, January 7,1886.

WORTH OF

Portland, consisting of

NEW

R.

THE CLOTHIER AND

place to get 2 elegant Cabinet
I^OCND—The
Panel Photos for $1.00 at HARRIS’S

GALLERY, 518 Congress St,, opposite

ware

business and pottery manufacturers.

14-1

LET-A

car-

FOR JANUARY.

a
re-

TO pleasant

co-

a

pui pose
and glass

SPECIAL SALE

FURNISHINGS

Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Gloves, Silk
Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, &c., &c.,

night between Exchange St.
LOST—Monday
and Atlantic St., a pocket book containing
AT
of money and papers. The finder will be
warded by leaving it at 64 ATLANTIC ST

also showing the largest stock of

to be found in

Social Science.

evening, between the Eastern
Depot and the comer of Emery and Spi ing
Sts., on either State or Spring St, a bunch of keys.
The finder will he suitably rewarded by leaving
them at THIS OFFICE.14-1

am

MEN’S

by

PER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.

formed

have this

Swasey,
rying on the wholesale crockery

MEN'S ULSTERS AND OVERCOATS.

Library Room, Friday Evening, Jan. 15th. Lee
turer, Rev. Henry Blanchard.
Subject, A Plea for the Study of Political and
janl4d2t

Furnishings!

jan8dlw

I

lecture in

Co-Partnership Notice.
day
undersigned
In business under the Arm name
THEpartnership
of
of
Lamson & Co., for the

got several broken lots of Suits for men, Youths and Boys,
which I am closing out cheap. Also big drives in

NOTICE.
the free course, given
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association,
SECOND

of

Portland, January 7,1886.

for

Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 25c.;

dozen, $2.50;

Is this day

Jones &

Co.,
THEdissolved Swasey,
by mutual consent.
E. SWASEY,

-JSlNTD-

eod3m

janl4

Notice.

The undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership in business as Bankers and Brokers under
the Arm name.of H. M. PAYSON & CO., and will
continue the business heretofore conducted by
their predecessors under the same Arm name at
No. 32 Exchange street, Portland, Maine.
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. TH JR8TON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Arm

a

CORNISH BROS.,
249 Middle St.

OF EVERT

Having had an experience of over 12 years in
two of the largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
last 7 in business,) 1 feel confident in warranting
the be.l w*rh and lowr.i prices.

dlt

few

A Fresh Stock Now

frices

Painting
Sign and Ornamental
DESCRIPTION.

POV12____

Girls’ Cloaks and

IN

very large stock of
woolens on hand which we are desirous of reducing as much as possible during the next two months,
we shall make such a reduction in
as will insure a speedy sale.
'lease give us a call while the selection is complete.

Having

BROS.

jan!4

chicTering

LOOK !

For

RINES

Jerseys and

Von.

a

«Min

REDMOND,

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and^Retail.

Commencing to-day.
a

S. H.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

sum

Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock from her late
residence, No. 9 Adams street.
In this city, Jan. 13, Mrs. Bridget McGrath.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from
her late resideuce. No. 223 Danforth street.
In Limingtou. Jan. 12, Malcolm McArthur,
U. S. A., (retired) aged 88 years.
In Island Falls, Jan. 5, Capt. Eodney C. Barker,
aged 45 years 5 months.
In Farmington, Jan. 3, Nathaniel Bice, aged
78 years 2 months.
In Bethel, Jan. 6, Burton W.. son of Dea. J. U.
and F. A. Puringtou. aged 5 years 6 months.
In West Sumner, Dec. 28, Mrs. Martha Buterfield, aged 83 years,—widow of the late John Butterfield.
In West Sumner, Jan. 2, William Churchill,
aged 72 years.
In Bethel, Jan. 1, Mrs. George H. Griffin, aged
49 years.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 1, Mrs. Sarah J. Armstrong,
aged 53 years 9 months.
In Brooklin, Dec. 30, Capt. Arthur M. Herrick,
aged 76 years.

yard.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Xe.
SSP’All business relating to Patents promptly
ann faithfully executed.
ful2otf

LANCASTER BUILDING,

A few Silk ones,

Land.Mohrlng

Next Monday and Tuesday evenings Miss
Myra Goodwin will be at Portland Theatre.
The Troy Times, in speaking of the play,

Cocheco and Pacific at 3 1-2

To markdown some

AVe have

CARDS.

HASKELL & JONES,

under cloaks.

We have also decided

Fine French

BUSINESS

Remnants of White Nainsooks, Cretonnes, Hamburgs, Dress Goods, Cheviot Shirtings, Dress
Flannels, Shirting Flannels, Table Damask, Odd FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY
Napkins, Damaged Horse Blankets, Soiled Bed
Blankets, all to be offered next Friday morning at
8 o’clock.
470 CONGRESS ST

good;

Just the thing for

To

quality Merrimac,

per

And shapes

piegiaiiune;

sis.

to be sold

To-morrow.

Are

Fridays!

cents, limited.
Lockwood 36 inch Unbleached best quality Sheeting at 4 1-2 cents, limited.
40 inch Lockwood best Unbleached Sheeting at
5 1-2 cents, limited.
Remnants Cotton Crash usually sold at 5 cents, at
3 cents per yard.
2000yard Remnants Cotton Flannel only 4 1-2 cents

Balance will be sold

Y. M. C. A. COUBSE.

Weber Club.
Mrs. Morrill.Accompanist
Mr. Morgan.Conductor

have

we

All sell to-day the

good fea-

Chorus—Hark! the Trumpet Calleth.Buck
Weber Club.
Duet—Quis est homo.Eossini
Miss Brown and Mrs. Morrison.
Chorus—Ave Maria.Phelps
Weber Club.
Beading—Mormon Lecture.A. Ward
Mr. Dennett.
Eomanza—Addlo Terra Native....Meyerbeer
Miss Brown.
Chorus—Tar’s Song.Hatton
Weber Club.
Cavatini—0 Mio Fernando.Donizetti
Mrs. Morrison.
Reading—The Champion Snorer.Burdette
Mr. Dennett.
Chorus—Lead Kindly Light.Buck
Weber Club.
Song—To Sevilla.Dessauer
Miss Brown.
Song—Janet’s Choice.Claribel
Mrs. Morrison.
Chorus—How Have 1 Loved Thee, Native

Best

Cheap

The programme which will be presented
at the Y. M. C. A. course entertainment, to
be given at City Hall tonight, should draw
The Weber Club is coma large audience.
posed of a highly trained body of male
vocalists, Mr. Dennett is a most capable
reader, and Miss Brown and Mrs. Morrison
fine soloists. Tickets at Stockbridge’s. The
is Uie

■

lower than anyone ever offered such
Blankets.

really

AX.TEN

_dtf

.50
2. 19
Herbert G. Briggs,
3.00
ATTORNEY AT LAW MO SOLICITOR
5.00
—OF—

Next Friday morning we shall begin our Great Sale of Remnants o*
Dry and Fancy Goods at lower prices than ever.

To-day; and if they don’t

ture was the description of the various numbers published in the programme under the
head of programme notes. The hall was
better lighted than usual.

renewing

are

Remnant Sale

ones.

Old ones, but

but surely their grand crescendos
in the
march movement, the
“Lenore
beautiful legato playing in the Beethoven
andante, the softness and beauty of tones of
the violins in the beginning of the vivace
assai of the Liszt Rhapsody, the grand, rich
volume of tone and singing quality of the
strings in the Beethoven number, the excellent effects and shading by the brasses and
wood-wind in all the numbers,were especially noticeable. The Rhapsody was a picture
of Hungarian life with its almost noble
opening, its minuet, and the bright, pleasing
The
airs with which it is interspersed.
beautiful overture to Oberon, and the broad
with
their
Wagnerian Tannhauser overture,
sharp contrasts, were a fitting beginning and
ending to the concert.
Of the Mozart concerto we can say that
both the ladies fully equalled tiie expectations of their friends. They evinced an intelligence and taste, beautiful phrasing, with
a fineness and firmness of touch that brought
out the composer’s ideas in excellent relief to
the delightful accompaniment of the orchestra.
Their interpretation of Reinecke’s
poetical impromptu to Byron's gloomy,
tragic poem, which Schumann assisted to
immortalize, again drew forth the marked
applause of their hearers.
a

The above prices

We haven’t many

our

charming concert, and

are

Excel the
Old

C. W.

F. O. BAILET.

Produced, which

opinion,

was a

else

Constantly being

mind, has improved
Possibly the selections
played may have something to do with this

nd prints are materials most desired. All
hould be of
quality to ensure sale of

The following transfers of real estate in
t he county have been recorded at the regist ry of deeds:
Portland—Mary J. Frazier to Wm. Partlow.land
1 nd buildings.
$1500.
Citv of Portland to Joseph S. Hutchinson, land.
i 400.
City of Portland to Henry 8. Hutchinson, land.
a 400.
Catherine Cushing et als. to Francis Cushing,
md. $1 and other consideration;
Deering—James Lucas to Edward W. Conroy,
l; md. $1 and other consideration.
Cape Elizabeth—James Augustine Healy to
[atthew Swecnev, land and buildings. $21G0.
Sebago—Albert Gray to Alonzo B. Jewell, land.
*
Harrison R. Jewell ct als. to Alonzo B. Jewell,
)i md. $1100.
Morrill Jewell to Harrison R. and Albert Jewell,
11 md. $400.
Gray—Joseph Thompson to Wm. A. Thompson,
!l md. $225.
Casco-Shirley H. Mann to Eliza C. Proctor,
i. nd. $400.

Like

Miss O’Brion was cordially welher old home, and, with Miss
Radecki, was honored with a recall, to which
they bowed, encores being most sensibly denied on all occasions bv Herr Gericke. The
new concert master, Mr. Kneisel, made his
debut and showed excellent judgment and

^ he garments.good

Secretary Associated Charities,
18, City Building.

Article, but

New goods

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

$ >45

Odd Half Pairs White Bed Blankets at
One case Dark Brownish Bed Blankets at
One case White $4.00 Bed Blankets at
One case White $5.00 Bed Blankets at
One case White $7.50 Bed Blankets at

-

Everything

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
marl4

Staple

attentive.
comed in

It

WE SHALE OFFER FOR SPECIAL SALE TO-DAY:

Have become a

“Lenore” Symphonv; Liszt’s Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 1; an impromptu on a theme
from Schumann’s “Manfred,
by Reinecke;
and the overture to Wagner’s “Tannhauser,”
formed the evening’s entertainment. The
hall was filled to its utmost capacity, and the
audience was exceedingly appreciative and

capacity.
The orchestra, to
in many respects.

Bed Blankets Marked Down!

Jerseys

could be
Not

Lonsdales, nainsooks, ginghams

We gratefully acknowledge generous cont ributions from Mrs. F. H. Gerrish and from
1 Irs. McCobb.
M. J. Libby,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

To-Day.

programmes, surely
made on that score in Portland.
only
was the programme last night well arranged,
but it also embraced the works of the best
masters.
Weber’s overture to Oberon;
Beethoven’s andante in A major, from the
second Symphony; Mozart’s concerto in E
flat for two pianos; the Farewell from Raff’s
no

AUCTION SATES.

ADVEBTI8E.UENTS._

BOSTON SYMriTONY ORCHESTRA.

If fault has been found elsewhere, at
times, with Herr Gericke, the conductor of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, for his
selections in the making up of his concert

Associated Charities.
It is

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Fires.

cast a cloud upon the characters and reputations of the participants; there had been other calamities which had shattered families
and blighted lives.
These rinks, too, were

fore it.
The city treasurer wras authorized to give
a deed to W. H. Conant of a lot of land on
Kennebec street in exchange, for a lot on

Marshal Andrews’ Bill.
At the request ef Marshal Andrews, a
hearing was granted at the County Commissioners’ office yesterday, at 10 a. m., for the

case

at 10
F. S.

Waterhouse appeared for him; District Attorney Bird for government.
The arrest of McDonald was quite an odd
one.
Marshal Bisbee telegraphed Deputy
Sheriff Despaux of Brunswick, to arrest

The room was then cleared. The witnesses
who were not immediately required, and the
rest of the spectators, congregated in the city

The arrangements for the workingmen’s
under way, and the
will be announced

continued until this morning
o’clock. Messrs. H. S. Briggs and

executive session at which all persons
should be excluded except the petitioners
and remonstrants, and their respective counsel and witnesses.

determination in the matter at issue.
After the adjournment of the hearing, the
Board took up the remaining business be-

membership.

McDonald pleaded not guilty, and his
was

private

this

of

ernment.

Rev. Mr. Hallock said for the petitioners
that they had chosen Rev. Dr. Bashford to
represent them.
Dr. Bashford said he was instructed to request that, in the interest or public decency
and to prevent scandal, the session might be
a private executive session.
Mayor Deering stated Dr. Bashford’s request to the Aldermen.
Mr. Hale, counsel for Congress rink, arose
to say a few words in behalf of an open session.
Mayor Deering wanted to know if the gentleman thought that was a question in which
the aldermen needed the advice of an outsider in order to come to a determination.
J udge Goddard thought that as the suggestion for a secret session had come from one
not a member of the board, so also might a
suggestion for an open session come from an
outsider.
Mayor Deering assumed that Dr. Bashford
had simply made a request, and upon motion
of Alderman Gallagher it was voted that the
case of the petitioners should be heard in

paring

Heap

a

After she
ment claims, she married Davis.
was married to Davis she, through McDonald, in 1879, secured a pension of $8 a month
as Richardson’s widow,
although the law
does not grant pensions to widows of soldiers
if they apply for the pension after taking a
second husband.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Smith arrested Mrs.
Davis in Gardiner on two charges, one for
conspiring with McDonald to secure the pension, and the other for obtaining it.
Both prisoners were brought to Portland,
and Mrs. Davis had ;a preliminary examination before Commissioner Rand yesterday.
She was held in 81000 bail and committed.
She stated in the court room, though not on
the stand, that after she married Davis she
found he had a second wife living, and therefore she argued she was not lawfully married
to him and had a right to obtain the pension. W. M. Bradley appeared for Mrs.
Davis; District Attorney Bird for the gov-

Clarence

Congress

in

the laws of the United States. It seems that
the woman married Richardson, who was a
soldier in the war of 1812, and later, govern-

Charles and James Marwick of the Bijou
skating parlor, Messrs. B. J. Willard and C.
W. T. Goding for the Forest City rink, and
Judge Goddard, their attorney, Mr. Groves,
of the Congress Rink, and his attorney,

Clapp
The committee on

PENSION FRAUD.

Yesterday Roderick McDonald, a claim
agent of Topsham, was arrested on the Richmond road by United States Marshal Bisbee
and Deputy Sheriff Despaux—acting as an
aide to Marshal Bisbee—and brought to this
city on a charge of conspiring with Miranda
A. Richardson, alias Miranda A. Davis, to
secure a pension for the said woman against

president of the Law and Order League,

City Physician

city against loss.
further
business, the

Beans-

When the mayor
rinks of the city.
and aldermen came in at 8 o’clock, the crowd
had increased, filled all the extra seats and
crowded the doorways and spaces behind
the seats of the aldermen. The entire board
was present, except Alderman Noyes.
Among those present were Rev. Dr. Bashford, Rev. E. T. Adams, Rev. T. P. Linehan,
Rev. Henry Blanchard, Rev. L. H. Hallock,
Rev. S. F. Pearson, Mr. iGeorge L. Kimball,

Last Tuesday week there were 14, and Tuesday night of this week 20 applications for

reading room are well
opening of the rooms
through the press.

There being no
Board adjourned.

ters from

SUPERIOR COURT.

of not

bonds to secure the

skating

We desire to call the attention of our gentlemen
readers to the advertisement of W. L. Douglas’
$3 shoes. These shoes are made of the best material and warranted. If you cannot find them at
your dealers, drop a postal card to W. L. Douglas. Brockton, Mass., who will send you full directions for self-measurement.

were

of the Licenses.

men, some interested and some curious, who
had come in to hear the case, which it had
been announced the clergymen of the city
would endeavor to make out against the

Lost—Keys.

plea

the

At half-past 7 o’clock last night the aidermen’s room was well filled with a crowd of

amusements.

are

For the Revocation

of

abvebtiskmihwt* io-bai.

Portland Tlieatre-Miss Myra Goodwin.
Notiee—Second Lecture M. C. M. A. Courst.
Stockbrldge Course—City Hall.
City Hall—Boston English Opera Company.
Good Seats-At Stoekbridge’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To-Day—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Agents.
Ask for the W. L. Douglass $3 Shoe.
Lost—Pocket Book.
Bed Blankets Marked Down—Itlnes Bros.
Found—Harris’s Gallery.
Special Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.
To Let—Booms.
Notice is Hereby Given.

They

The City- Clerk said that in order to obtain concurrent action, the order should be
passed at this meeting, and the Mayor said
that he had no objection as that course left
time enough for somebody to find out about
Judge Nash. It was then ordered that the
certificate be issued, Mrs. Bramliall to give

THE SKATING RINKS
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eodlm

